


An Emerging Paradigm:
Chemical Exposures and Health
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Claudia Miller, MD, shown here under a
tree on the UTHSCSA campus, has fo-
cused her research on issues surround-
ing the health effects of chemical ex-
posures.

C laudia Miller, MD, is professor, vice
chair for Community Medicine, and di-
rector of the South Texas Environmen-
tal Education and Research (STEER)

program at the University of Texas Health Sci-
ence Center at San Antonio (UTHSCSA). Board
certified in internal medicine and allergy-immu-
nology, she completed her medical and fellow-
ship training at UTHSCSA and her residency at
Brackenridge Hospital in Austin, Texas. In addi-
tion, Miller holds a master’s degree in environ-
mental health from the University of California-
Berkeley School of Public Health.

Miller’s research interests include occupa-
tional and environmental health, chemical intol-
erance, indoor air pollution, health effects of
low-level chemical exposures, neurotoxicology,
limbic sensitization, and cholinergic sensitivity.
She specifically focuses on the role low-level
chemical exposures play in a wide variety of
illnesses, including asthma, autism spectrum
disorders, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder,
headaches, chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia, and
depression, as well as “Gulf War Syndrome” and
implant-related illnesses.

She has held appointments on several na-
tional scientific panels—the Department of

Veterans Affairs Persian Gulf Expert Scientific
Committee, the National Toxicology Board of
Scientific Counselors, and the National Advi-
sory Committee on Occupational Safety and
Health.

Along with Nicholas Ashford, PhD, JD, of
MIT, she coauthored the book Chemical Expo-
sures: Low Levels and High Stakes and the
landmark New Jersey Report on Chemical
Sensitivity, for which the New Jersey Depart-
ment of Health received the World Health Or-
ganization’s prestigious Macedo Award. She
also organized and chaired two groundbreak-
ing National Institutes of Health (NIH) meet-
ings: the first, a gathering of physicians and
scientists to examine the use of environmen-
tally controlled hospital facilities for research
and, the second, a conference jointly spon-
sored by the National Institute of Environmen-
tal Health Sciences (NIEHS/NIH) and the Na-
tional Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (NIAAA/NIH) concerning a new dis-
ease mechanism she first described, called
toxicant-induced loss of tolerance.

EXPLORE interviewed Dr. Miller at UTHSCSA in
San Antonio, Texas, in the spring of 2006.

EXPLORE: Let’s start with how you came
to the toxicant-induced loss of tolerance
(TILT) theory. Did you begin with envi-
ronmental studies or the study of
addiction?
CLAUDIA MILLER: I began my career as
an industrial hygienist, as a person who
studies exposures and tries to protect peo-
ple from getting sick in the workplace. In
the late 1970s, I was asked to investigate
several outbreaks of illness in manufactur-

ing plants where people were making cir-
cuit boards. Most of the employees were
women. They were reporting headaches,
fatigue, and nausea and a whole series of
what doctors call “subjective symptoms.”
The National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH/CDC) also
sent in investigators. At the time, they
were calling this “mass psychogenic
illness.”
EXPLORE: Oh, dear.
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MILLER: Yes, this was before we knew
about sick buildings. The outbreaks were oc-
curring at times of peak production when
solder fume exposure was at its highest. The
problem was that there was no local exhaust
ventilation for these activities and no fresh
makeup air being added to the mix. Today,
we would call this a sick building. But back
then they were calling it mass psychogenic
illness.

We noticed that not everyone who
worked in these plants developed prob-
lems; some people appeared to be more
susceptible than others. Unfortunately,
people who are less susceptible sometimes
dismiss the concerns of those who are
more susceptible and treat them as if there
were something wrong with them psycho-
logically. These plants eventually did
make corrections, and the health prob-
lems resolved, but, over time, we saw
many more outbreaks of sick building syn-
drome, including, ironically, in the EPA’s
own headquarters.

The EPA headquarters building in
Washington, DC, was an older building
that had been converted into office space.
About 50 HVAC (heating, ventilation,
and air-conditioning) units were on the
roof. Some were bringing in very little
fresh outside air. In 1987 and 1988, con-
tractors installed 27,000 square yards of
new carpeting. Portions were glued down.
From a national perspective, off gassing of
chemicals from carpets has since been re-
duced in a cooperative agreement between
the EPA and carpet manufacturers, but,
back then, the emissions were quite high,
and the odor was very strong. In addition,
they also repainted the offices. So, be-
tween the lack of fresh makeup air and
several strong sources of chemicals being
emitted inside the building, people who
were sensitive started having health
problems.

By off gassing, I mean that materials—
carpet, building materials, particle board,
furnishings—are releasing low levels of vol-
atile organic chemicals (VOCs). If you
compare an air sample taken inside a sick
building to the air outside using gas chro-
matography, you can see the number and
concentrations of these volatile organic
chemicals. There are far more chemicals
and at higher concentrations indoors than
outdoors. It wasn’t like this in the past. But
now, in office buildings, homes, schools,

stores, churches, you will find hundreds of
VOCs emanating from products, wall
treatments, and construction materials
that didn’t exist a few generations ago.

I decided to go to medical school be-
cause I wanted to work on this problem
and how it might be related to chronic
health conditions—illnesses that are costly
to patients and society and seem to be
increasing in prevalence. I had planned to
go into private practice, but, when I real-
ized that there wasn’t enough basic scien-
tific information yet, I chose to do
research.
EXPLORE: Who sets the architectural
standards for fresh air in buildings? How
does that work?
MILLER: The American Society of Heat-
ing, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE) sets these standards
now. Recently, I was appointed to serve on
the ASHRAE panel on environmental
health, so I now hope to be part of this
process. To me, this is one of the most
important contributions I can make. I can
do research, and I can see people who are
sick, but I can’t help them if they are in a
building or home that doesn’t have
enough fresh air.

When ventilation standards were set
back in the early 1900s, the fresh air re-
quirement was 30 cubic feet per minute
per person in a space when it was maxi-
mally occupied. It was set that high be-
cause, back then, people didn’t take a lot
of baths and the odor of a group of peo-
ple in a room could be offensive. Later,
the standard was revised downward, to
10 cubic feet per minute per person,
when indoor plumbing became avail-
able and people started bathing more.
Then in the mid-1970s, the standard was
further decreased to five cubic feet of
fresh air per minute per person, one
sixth of what it had been! That was the
time of the first oil embargo, and the
nation was trying to save energy. This
may sound like a lot of engineering, but
it is important for doctors to understand
all of this because this is why we are
having such difficulties now.

We started seeing outbreaks of sick
buildings across the country when the
ventilation standard was reduced to this
low level. Unfortunately, about one third
of the buildings in this country have been
built to that standard.

A recurring question has been: why
do some people get sick in a building
while others do not? There is a tendency
to think that there must be something
inherently wrong with the people who
become ill. Maybe they recently experi-
enced some trauma, or they are having
difficulties at home. This frustrates me. I
am speaking next week at the American
Psychiatric Association’s national meet-
ing and have titled my presentation
“Environmental Psychiatry: From Sick
Buildings to the Gulf War.” The focus
will be on how exposures affect cogni-
tion and mood and what the relation-
ship is between exposures and condi-
tions such as ADHD, autism, and
bipolar illness. People don’t think of
these problems as potentially being en-
vironmental in origin. Patients can have
psychiatric symptoms, but that does not
mean their symptoms are psychogenic.

More than 50 years ago, a Chicago
allergist named Theron Randolph de-
scribed the first case of multiple chemi-
cal intolerance. The patient was a physi-
cian’s wife who sold cosmetics. She
reported feeling ill whenever she drove
through heavily industrialized areas.
Other exposures that provoked her
symptoms included exhaust in train sta-
tions, perfumes, and cleaning agents.
Randolph referred to this phenomenon
as chemical susceptibility or the “petro-
chemical problem.” Over several de-
cades following World War II, he and
his colleagues observed that chemical
exposures appeared to trigger fatigue,
migraine headaches, arthralgias, asthma,
and other chronic health problems in
increasing numbers of patients.

When I work with patients, I always ask
which pesticides and cleaning agents they
are using and what kinds of building ma-
terials are in their homes. In fact, I can tell
more about a patient by visiting his or her
home than I can by talking to that person.
Most doctors don’t take an exposure his-
tory, but they need to because chemical
exposures may be the underlying cause for
so many chronic conditions. We have
published a validated screening question-
naire called the Quick Environmental Ex-
posure and Sensitivity Inventory (QEESI)
that helps doctors ask key questions (Tox-
icology and Industrial Health 1999;15:
370-397).
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EXPLORE: I understand you have an
elective for medical students that teaches
about environmental exposures.
MILLER: That’s right. I direct the South
Texas Environmental Education and Re-
search (STEER) center, which offers a
one-month elective for medical, public
health, and other health professions stu-
dents. The focus is environmental med-
icine. We take them to the homes of
children with asthma to identify expo-
sures that may be contributing to
asthma. We assist the families with prac-
tical, personalized control measures,
whether it’s putting dust mite-resistant
coverings on the mattresses and pillows
or curtailing the use of candles or fra-
grances indoors. Our program takes
place in Laredo, Texas, at the US-Mex-
ico border, where the use of candles is
prevalent. In fact, if you have a sick
child, you may be more likely to use
religious candles and more of them, yet
they generate large amounts of very tiny
particles that are irritating to the lungs
Irritation causes inflammation, and in-
flammation is what we treat when we are
treating asthma. In these homes, we
strive to reduce or eliminate potential
contributory exposures.

We do everything we can to make our
teaching experiential and memorable—
from looking at live dust mites under a
microscope to measuring the particles
coming off of a candle to going into the
field and tasting some of the medicinal
herbs that are commonly used here. We
also have the students buy a month’s
worth of groceries in Nuevo Laredo for a
family of four using a week’s worth of
wages (about $40 US), so they understand
the expense and the nutrition challenge
families face. They see outhouses, dirt
floors, and makeshift houses in which an
entire family uses one twin bed. Many
families don’t have running water. Their
water may be stored in 55-gallon drums
that formerly held chemicals. It’s an eye-
opener for the students.

If we can teach the next generation of
health professionals about the importance
of their patients’ personal environments,
then they will learn to ask whether pesti-
cides are being used and whether there is
any new construction at home or at work.
Those are key questions. If a patient says
that he is better when he’s away from his
office or away from home on vacation,

then his doctor should have a high index
of suspicion. If doctors don’t think of po-
tential environmental causes, they will
never make the diagnosis. Physicians who
understand this can help their patients
avoid these exposures. Asking patients to
deliberately avoid a suspect environment
or exposure for a week or two can be very
revealing if they chart the severity of their
symptoms. The QEESI can be useful for
this.

EXPLORE: You mentioned that there are
more chemicals in our environment than
ever before.
MILLER: Several generations ago, our
exposures were very different. We didn’t
have all these synthetic organic chemi-
cals. Since World War II, there has been
an exponential increase in the produc-
tion and use of synthetic organic chem-
icals— everything from solvents to pesti-
cides to cleaning agents—that have

When she isn’t working, Dr. Miller relaxes by dancing the tango, a social dance form that
originated in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
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found their way into our indoor envi-
ronments, which are now tightly sealed.
Once we recognized that lack of fresh air
was a major factor in sick buildings, the
ventilation standards were changed. But
only in the last 10 years have the require-
ments been increased to 15 to 20 cubic
feet per minute per occupant.

Think about what we do to get our
homes ready for a new baby. We cover
the floor with soft, padded carpeting be-
cause the child will be crawling on the
floor. We paint the nursery, get a new
bed, and often that and the drawers of
the new matching dresser are made with
particleboard, which off gasses formal-
dehyde and other VOCs. Clothing or
bedding placed in those drawers absorbs
these VOCs and, later, reemits them in
the breathing zone of the child who
wears that clothing or lies on those
sheets. We purchase a new plastic-cov-
ered mattress. We use scented fabric
softeners. And, since we don’t want bugs
crawling around on the floor, we exter-
minate the house. Then, to cover any
odors, we plug in or spray air fresheners
or deodorizers. In doing these things, we
are exposing infants and children to nu-
merous chemicals while their brains are
still developing. This is what makes me
so concerned about ADHD and autism.
How do these early exposures affect the
formation of critical synapses in the
brain?

I want to talk about mold for a mo-
ment. If materials like carpet or wallpa-
per get wet, then, in 48 to 72 hours,
mold will start to grow. This is a huge
problem in humid regions, but it is also
a problem when pipes leak or after
floods or hurricanes. Mold grows on
anything organic. The walls of our build-
ings are now made of sheetrock, which
has cardboard on each side. There are
mold spores already present in the sheet-
rock, and, if they get wet, the spores ger-
minate and mold grows. Molds release
VOCs, called mVOCs, which are esoteric
organic compounds, some of which help
the molds compete in the environment.
So it isn’t just that molds and mold
spores trigger allergies, but molds can
emit mVOCs that cause problems for
chemically susceptible individuals.
Some molds also produce toxins.

“The most sensitive
people are the
canaries in the coal
mine, and we need
to listen to them
because they are
protecting the rest
of us.”

Often when there is a building-related
exposure, a mold problem, or other chem-
ical exposure, only one or two individuals
report problems. They may be the most
sensitive people. We must listen to them.
They are the canaries in the coal mine. We
need to listen because they are protecting
the rest of us, and, if we can address their
concerns and fix the source of the prob-
lem, we are apt to protect everyone, in-
cluding pregnant women, children, and
the elderly.
EXPLORE: Why are some people more
sensitive? Do we know?
MILLER: There are several theories. Para-
doxically, interest in environmental expo-
sures has increased as a result of the Hu-
man Genome Project. We are starting to
grasp the extent to which people differ in
their response to toxic chemicals. Dr.
Samuel Wilson, deputy director of
NIEHS, coined the term “toxicogenom-
ics” to describe this emerging new field.
For example, the gene PON1 is involved
in producing an enzyme that detoxifies
organophosphate pesticides. People differ
tremendously in their ability to do that.
The structures of our PON1 genes vary.
It’s not that there is something wrong with
people who can’t detoxify these sub-
stances. There is a wide range of normal
genetic variation that determines PON1
function. Rather, it’s our exposures to or-
ganophosphate pesticides since World
War II that have brought attention to
these differences. The same can be said for
many other synthetic organic chemicals.
So that now, in the 21st Century, being
less able to detoxify certain substances
may actually be a handicap. These expo-

sures were not a concern in our great-
grandparents’ day. Humans simply do not
have the capacity to detoxify or eliminate
all of the synthetic substances that have
entered our environment over the past 50
to 60 years. Our genes really haven’t
changed during that time. Evolution takes
eons.

Regarding genetic differences that may
underlie toxicant-induced loss of toler-
ance, one of the most exciting develop-
ments reported at the NIH conference on
addiction and chemical intolerance was a
Canadian study of women who reported
multiple chemical intolerances. One rea-
son this problem has been dismissed in
the past is that no one could believe it was
possible for people to respond adversely
to such low levels of so many structurally
unrelated substances. In allergy, that cer-
tain doesn’t fit the usual pattern. If you are
allergic to cats, it doesn’t mean that you
will be allergic to peanuts and penicillin
too. Allergies are highly specific—we de-
velop antibodies to specific exposures, to
specific allergens. Nor did chemical intol-
erance fit the tenets of toxicology. The lev-
els of exposure leading to symptoms were
far lower than those generally recognized
as toxic.

So chemical intolerance didn’t fit any
known categories of illness. It certainly
didn’t fit what we learned in medical
school. How could people be reacting ad-
versely to low levels of pesticides and fra-
grances and diesel exhaust, not to mention
foods and food additives? We knew there
weren’t measurable antibodies present in
most cases, and the levels of exposure that
triggered symptoms were far below those
the OSHA or the EPA considers toxic.

McKeown-Eyssen and colleagues (Inter-
national Journal of Epidemiology 2004;33:
971-978) compared 200 Canadian women
reporting chemical intolerances with
women who were not chemically intoler-
ant. They studied selected genes in the two
groups and found that the chemically in-
tolerant women were two to four times
more likely to have particular genetic
polymorphisms (variations) than the con-
trols. For instance, the gene CYP2D6 is
essential for the metabolism and detoxifi-
cation of many commonly prescribed,
structurally diverse drugs, such as various
antidepressants, codeine, and amphet-
amine, as well as a host of environmental
chemicals. Its polymorphisms determine
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our ability to detoxify these substances.
Even tiny variations can result in the cod-
ing of detoxification enzymes that differ
greatly in their structure and activity.
Other researchers have linked certain
PON1 polymorphisms to illness among
Gulf War veterans who reported becom-
ing sick following an organophosphate
nerve agent exposure. The capacity of two
individuals to detoxify a pollutant can dif-
fer by several orders of magnitude. To me,
this says that we need to focus on mini-
mizing potential problem exposures be-
cause we cannot change our genes and we
currently cannot predict who will respond
adversely to which chemicals.

My work has focused on why, after an
exposure event like a sick building episode
or a pesticide application, a subset of those
exposed go on to develop multisystem
symptoms and multiple intolerances. This
is a worldwide phenomenon, one that has
been reported by researchers in more than
a dozen countries. Our book, Chemical Ex-
posures: Low Levels and High Stakes, has
doubled in size since the first edition be-
cause there have been so many more re-
ports of sick buildings, pesticide expo-
sures, and similar health problems among
Gulf War veterans and implant patients.

At first, I had no idea that there might
be some individuals who were more sus-
ceptible than others to certain implant
materials, but this may be why some but
not all women report health problems fol-
lowing breast implants. If you look at epi-
demiological studies, you may not see an
increase in definable autoimmune dis-
eases like lupus among these women. In-
stead, there appears to be a spectrum of
symptoms, which differ from person to
person depending upon their genetic
makeup and sensitivities, but the symp-
toms rarely add up to a diagnosable auto-
immune disease. I was surprised to find
that both the Gulf War veterans I saw as a
consultant to the Department of Veterans
Affairs and the women we studied who
reported illness after implantation seemed
to share something in common. Both of
these groups, like the sick building occu-
pants and pesticide-exposed individuals
we had studied previously, reported mul-
tisystem symptoms and chemical, food,
and drug intolerances that surfaced after
their exposures. People’s responses to
chemical exposures are so diverse that,
even individuals who were side by side in

the same sick building or the same war,
and had similar exposures, manifest
differently.

All science begins with observation, and
researchers and scientists in over a dozen
industrialized nations are seeing the same
thing we are seeing. After an exposure
event, a group of people, not just one per-
son but a group, may become ill. The fact
that these episodes are occurring in differ-
ent countries where people don’t speak
the same language, don’t read the same
books, and don’t watch the same TV
shows is compelling evidence that there is
something new going on, something we
don’t yet fully understand.

“It’s the ‘compelling
anomaly’ that
exposes the
limitations of
existing paradigms
and thereby drives
the search for a new
paradigm.”

When Thomas Kuhn wrote The Struc-
ture of Scientific Revolutions, he explained
how new paradigms emerge in science. He
said that it’s the “compelling anomaly”
that exposes the limitations of existing
paradigms and drives the search for a new
paradigm. The compelling anomaly in
this case is the reporting of chemical,
food, and drug intolerances and multisys-
tem symptoms among diverse groups who
share one thing in common—a prior expo-
sure event. These observations do not fit
our current understanding of allergy or
toxicology. So something else must be go-
ing on.

What might explain these observations?
There are some intriguing clues. Interest-
ingly, adults who become chemically in-
tolerant often report becoming easily ine-
briated or suffering severe withdrawal
symptoms after only one beer or a glass of
wine. Thereafter, they avoid it.
EXPLORE: That’s interesting. I have a
friend who recently told me that, all of a

sudden, she can no longer drink white
wine. It makes her sick.
MILLER: When I hear that from an adult
who used to be able to drink, then I want
to ask, has your health changed, has any-
thing changed in your home environment
or your work environment? Do you use
pesticides? Has there been any new con-
struction or remodeling? To me, a sudden
loss of tolerance for alcohol is the single
most important clue in an adult that
something may be going on. We saw it in
many Gulf War veterans. Soon after the
first Gulf War, the Department of Veter-
ans Affairs flew me down to Houston to
take occupational and environmental his-
tories on dozens of Gulf War veterans re-
ferred there. While I was seeing them, I
also collected information about any new
intolerances they might have and discov-
ered that they were saying the same things
that people who had become ill in sick
buildings or after pesticide exposures had
said. They could no longer tolerate partic-
ular foods, food additives, chemicals,
medications, alcoholic beverages, or
caffeine.

When people travel, or have an upcom-
ing exam or simply a lot to do, it is normal
to feel tired. So what do we do? We seek
out mild stimulants such as carbohydrates
or caffeine to give us a lift. But there can be
withdrawal effects afterward. The people
who experience withdrawal—this is a key
item on our screening questionnaire for
chemical intolerance—are more likely to
be individuals who are sensitive to other
exposures. So caffeine, alcohol, chemical,
food, and medication intolerances seem
to occur together in the same individual.
That’s another important clue.
EXPLORE: Let’s talk about the TILT the-
ory and the relationship between addic-
tion and chemical intolerance.
MILLER: After a major exposure event
such as a sick building, a pesticide applica-
tion, or the Gulf War, only a subset of
people develops these intolerances. We
call this process “toxicant-induced loss of
tolerance” or TILT. It appears to evolve in
two stages. The first is initiation, character-
ized by a profound breakdown in prior
natural tolerance resulting from either
acute, high-level or chronic, low-level ex-
posure to chemicals. This is followed by
the triggering of symptoms by small quan-
tities of previously tolerated chemicals,
foods, food additives, medications, caf-
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feine, or alcoholic beverages. No one un-
derstands the mechanism yet, but the re-
sult is that these people begin to
experience stimulatory and withdrawal
symptoms that can be very unpleasant,
even disabling. When this occurs, then,
consciously or unconsciously, these indi-
viduals go in one of two directions—addic-
tion (craving) or abdiction (aversion).

When people develop augmented stim-
ulatory and withdrawal responses, they
generally try to avoid the withdrawal
symptoms. They can do this either by
“taking another hit” or by avoiding the
substance altogether. Take caffeine. It can

produce a rush that makes some people
feel uncomfortable and jittery, but, usu-
ally, the bigger problem is the withdrawal,
which may be accompanied by headaches,
fatigue, irritability, and difficulty concen-
trating. Most people want to avoid these
unpleasant withdrawal symptoms.

There are two ways to do this. First, if
they know their symptoms are due to caf-
feine, then they can avoid it, and after a
week or two, their withdrawal symptoms
will cease. No further problem occurs as
long as they avoid caffeine. This is what we
call abdiction, which is avoiding or mov-
ing away from the substance.

The opposite is addiction—here the per-
son starts to go through withdrawal and
wishes to avoid it, so he takes another hit.
This cycle repeats itself, so the person con-
tinues to take carefully timed hits through-
out the day. Caffeine, tobacco, foods, any-
thing that people may be sensitive to—in
order to avoid withdrawal symptoms, they
take another hit and keep themselves ti-
trated. So addiction and abdiction appear
to be related behaviors, mirror images of
each other. Both involve cravings, and
both are successful strategies to avoid un-
pleasant withdrawal symptoms.

The idea that these phenomena could
be related and occur simultaneously in an
individual dawned on me when I was in-
terviewing the Gulf War veterans. A vet-
eran would be telling me that he was now
drinking 10 or more cups of regular coffee
a day. At the same time, he was avoiding
solvents he had previously worked with as
a mechanic and avoiding alcohol because
of severe withdrawal symptoms. I couldn’t
understand it. Why would this person si-
multaneously be avoiding alcohol and
abusing caffeine? Interestingly, alcohol is
something people tend to consume on
weekends or sporadically. Consequently,
they are more likely to notice the stimula-
tory and withdrawal symptoms associated
with its use than they are with caffeine.
People tend to use caffeine every day or
several times a day. We say they are
“masked.” Masking occurs when the ef-
fects of exposures overlap in time and peo-
ple cannot tell what is causing their head-
aches, fatigue, or other symptoms. It is a
little like trying to hear a pin drop in a
noisy room. There is too much back-
ground noise resulting from overlapping
responses to multiple exposures. One
would have to stop all caffeine and other
relevant exposures for a while—get to a
clean baseline—in order to figure out
which exposures were triggering which
symptoms.

There is important new work going on at
the National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA/NIH) related to food addiction. Dr.
Nora D. Volkow, director of NIDA, has
been using brain imaging to study how the
brain responds to certain foods and is inter-
ested in how food addiction might contrib-
ute to obesity. In my experience, the most
common food addictants are corn, wheat,
milk, and eggs. These also put on the
pounds. A question that intrigues me is
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Formaldehyde
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Figure 1. Toxicant-induced Loss of Tolerance Triggers and Symptoms.
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whether overeating could be due to food
addiction brought on by exposure to envi-
ronmental toxicants—toxicant-induced loss
of tolerance. Is it possible that everyday ex-
posures to indoor air pollutants, pesticides,
traffic exhaust, fragrances, and other con-
taminants have something to do with our
obesity epidemic?

Why did I start to think that addiction
and abdiction were related? Because the
veterans were telling me that they were
addicted to certain things—like caffeine,
sweets, pasta, or popcorn—and, at the
same time, they were avoiding other expo-
sures such as filling their cars with gaso-
line, diesel exhaust, or alcoholic beverages
and foods they used to enjoy, like pizza
and chocolate. The fact that these polar
behaviors were occurring in the same indi-
vidual caught my attention. There are a
number of ways in which abdiction resem-
bles addiction. When chemically intoler-
ant individuals first recognize and begin to
avoid substances that trigger their symp-
toms, they experience withdrawal symp-
toms that mirror those of a drug addict.
Commonly, these include headaches, fa-
tigue, irritability, depression, myalgias,
and cognitive difficulties, as well as gastro-
intestinal problems and sensitivity to
physical stimuli like bright light and noise,
resembling alcohol withdrawal—a hang-
over. Following withdrawal, both drug ad-
dicts and the chemically intolerant reach a
clean baseline. At that point, they tend to
avoid known triggers. But reexposure may
initiate cravings. Some chemically intoler-
ant individuals say that certain exposures,
like diesel exhaust, can set off cravings for
chocolate or other foods.

The notion that chemical intolerance
and addiction were related crystallized for
me when I was invited to submit a paper
for the millennial edition of the journal
Addiction The entire issue was devoted to
theories of addiction. I had never written
anything in that field before, and I consid-
ered turning down the offer, but writing
that paper forced my thinking. It became
clearer, at least in my mind, that chemical
intolerance and addiction were “flip-sides”
of the same coin and that toxicant-
induced loss of tolerance might underlie
both conditions (Addiction 2000;96:
115-139).
EXPLORE: How does the chemical expo-
sure change tolerance?

MILLER: That’s the $64,000 question. It’s
still a black box. As with addiction, many
different neurochemical pathways appear
to be involved. Somehow, these may be
altered, and, when that happens, either ad-
diction or chemical intolerance develops.
No doubt, the process is complex. Despite
decades of research, no one fully under-
stands the neurophysiology of addiction.
We shouldn’t expect chemical intolerance
to be any simpler. When people become
addicted to a drug, a host of neurotrans-
mitters and receptors are affected. At any
given moment during the addiction cycle,
some genes are turning on, with enzymes
or other proteins being produced, while
other genes are turning off. And, if you
have a plethora of exposures as in a sick
building, chances are there will be many
more effects. Even cocaine affects multi-
ple pathways. And cocaine is just one mol-
ecule. Imagine what hundreds of different
VOCs might do.

We need to talk about the close connec-
tion between our noses and a part of our
brains called the limbic system. One por-
tion of the limbic system, the hippocam-
pus, is vital for memory, concentration,
and learning. Another part of the limbic
system is the amygdala, popularly known
as “emotion central.” The amygdala regu-
lates our mood states and is present only
in mammals. The amygdala and the hip-
pocampus are closely connected to the ol-
factory nerves in the upper part of the
nose—only a few synapses away. When
stimulated, the olfactory nerves relay sig-
nals to the olfactory bulb, which is inside
the brain, and then to the limbic system.
In fact, the olfactory nerves are the most
direct connection between our brains and
the external environment. Odors can trig-
ger electrical activity in the hippocampus
and amygdala, which is why odors can af-
fect our mood and trigger memories.
Some chemicals are able to slip through
the membrane of an olfactory nerve, and
those molecules—odors are molecules—
can migrate retrograde up to the olfactory
bulb inside the brain and accumulate
there.

We know that, if you expose an animal
repeatedly to certain solvents or pesti-
cides, you can actually sensitize the amyg-
dala so that, over time, lesser exposures
trigger an electrical discharge. This is
called time-dependent sensitization. Thereaf-
ter, reexposure to miniscule amounts of

the same substance, or structurally unre-
lated substances, can trigger erratic electri-
cal discharge in the limbic area. If severe
enough, seizures can occur. Erratic electri-
cal discharge in the hippocampus disrupts
concentration and memory. In 1992, I
wrote a paper with Iris Bell, MD, PhD, a
psychiatrist at the University of Arizona,
about how limbic sensitization might be
the basis for chemical intolerance. It was
called “An Olfactory Limbic Model of
Multiple Chemical Sensitivity Syndrome:
Possible Relationships to Kindling and Af-
fective Spectrum Disorders” and was pub-
lished in the Journal of the Society of Biolog-
ical Psychiatry This is one of several
plausible theories. There are other ideas
about how chemical intolerance develops,
and they may not be mutually exclusive.

Animal models have helped us under-
stand the role of genes in alcoholism.
Studies by Ting-Kai Li, MD, director of
the NIAAA, have shown that genetic vari-
ations in alcohol dehydrogenase—the en-
zyme that catalyzes the first step in the
metabolism of alcohol—affect alcohol
consumption behavior in animals. His re-
search helped confirm the once radical no-
tion that alcohol consumption behavior is
genetically influenced. It should not sur-
prise us, then, that differences in people’s
responses to chemical exposures—includ-
ing chemical intolerances—might also be
genetically influenced.

David Overstreet, PhD, from the
Bowles Center for Alcohol Studies at the
University of North Carolina co-chaired
the NIH conference. He described rats he
has bred for cholinergic sensitivity, which
means that they over respond to organo-
phosphate-like chemicals. Remarkably,
these animals also have intolerances for
structurally unrelated chemicals and
foods. Disruption of the cholinergic sys-
tem doesn’t just affect the brain; it affects
the entire body. This is interesting be-
cause, once chemical intolerance devel-
ops, multiple organ systems are typically
involved—the gastrointestinal tract, skin,
nervous system, lungs, and so on. Because
of this and because some of the most
symptomatic patients experienced an ini-
tial organophosphate exposure, we think
the cholinergic system may play a central
role in chemical intolerance and TILT.

Scientists still have much to learn about
the cholinergic system. We know perhaps
one tenth as much about it as we do about
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other neurotransmitters like serotonin or
dopamine. There is a reason for this. Phar-
maceutical companies, which sponsor
new drug development, tend to steer clear
of cholinergic drugs because they often
produce unwanted side effects. Instead,
most research has focused on pathways
that offer more precise targets. My fear is
that we are learning about the cholinergic
system through the back door—as the re-
sult of toxic exposures to organophos-
phate pesticides, chemicals that did not
exist before World War II.
EXPLORE: Why has this been so hard for
people to see?
MILLER: Number one is the fact that dif-
ferent people have different symptoms af-
ter the same exposure. So it is hard for the
patients and their doctors to pinpoint the
problem.

Another reason this has been hard to
see is this phenomenon called masking. If
you have individuals who are responding
adversely to caffeine, they may be able to
figure it out. But, if they are also reacting
to foods in their diet and various chemi-
cals in the air, then the stimulatory and
withdrawal effects of all of these exposures
overlap and the individual just feels bad
most of the time. People’s ability to tell
you which exposures are causing which
symptoms depends on how masked they
are and how often they are exposed to
chemicals and food triggers. The ideal
would be to unmask them.

What we need are environmentally con-
trolled hospital rooms where patients can
breathe clean air and eat organic foods for
a few weeks. They may need to fast, or at
least avoid common foods that may be
causing their problems. Typically, patients
will go through a withdrawal period dur-
ing which they report feeling terrible, as if
they were going through withdrawal from
a drug. After a few days in the clean envi-
ronment, they reach a clean baseline. At
this point, we say they are unmasked.
They may report restful sleep and feeling
better than they have in years. Next, we
can reintroduce foods and other suspected
exposures one at a time. We usually start
by testing single foods, so we can identify
a safe diet. If they respond adversely to any
item, we eliminate that food. Next, envi-
ronmental exposures are reintroduced, at
very low levels. Unmasking patients be-
forehand allows us to determine more re-

liably which exposures are triggering their
symptoms.

The value of an environmental medi-
cal unit is that it allows us to eliminate
most chemical and food triggers simul-
taneously so that test exposures can then
be administered in the absence of
background symptom noise. A unit built
for research purposes would provide si-
multaneous diagnostic and therapeutic
benefits for patients. It would also en-
able scientists to observe how our
genes respond to various exposures, in-
formation that would greatly advance
our understanding of gene-environment
interactions.

The ideal research study would be to
take a cohort of 30 people who share the
same diagnosis, such as lupus or severe
asthma or autism, and put them through
this intervention. Then we could see
whether most or all of their symptoms
clear up. Ninety percent? Sixty percent?
How many recover fully? Studies of this
kind are necessary if we are to understand
how environmental exposures contribute
to chronic illness.

A few years ago, we took a delegation
of researchers from this country over to
Japan to see the environmentally con-
trolled hospital units there. You see,
they read our book and flew over to in-
terview us. Then they went home and
built an environmentally controlled
hospital unit. And they did it extremely
well. They put their best medical and
engineering minds to work on the
project. The research unit we visited in
Tokyo, which is a showcase facility, is
located in the Kitasato University Hos-
pital. Like the United States, Japan has
experienced problems with sick schools
and sick buildings, and its citizens asked
the government to intervene. So the Jap-
anese government funded four environ-
mentally controlled hospital units.

Healthcare costs for the chronic con-
ditions we have been discussing are
enormous and their social and personal
costs staggering. Many conditions—for
example, autism, allergies, autoimmune
diseases, asthma, ADHD, and chronic
fatigue—appear to have increased in
prevalence over the past few decades,
and everyone is sitting around wonder-
ing why. But, when I consider the fact
that we spend 90% of our day indoors,
the drastic reduction in fresh air entering

our buildings and homes since the mid-
1970s, and the tens of thousands of syn-
thetic organic chemicals that have been
introduced since World War II, then, for
me, there is no mystery.

My dream is that one day there will be
environmentally controlled hospital
units available to patients at most large
hospitals, just as we have cardiac care
units and intensive care units today. At
the same time, it makes no sense to ad-
mit patients to a hospital and help them
get better if afterward they go home and
are reexposed. So there is a whole edu-
cation process that has to go with this. I
find that people who were never terribly
concerned about the environment sud-
denly become personally invested when
they realize that their own illness or their
child’s illness may be the result of chem-
ical exposures.
EXPLORE: This has been very informa-
tive. Is there any other point you’d like to
make before we close?
MILLER: Yes. I’d like to talk about how
theories of disease develop. As we said
earlier, all science begins with observa-
tion. Back in the late 1800s, doctors ob-
served that certain illnesses spread from
sick, feverish individuals to others
nearby. They hypothesized that there
must be some sort of “germ” that travels
from one person to another. And that
was how the germ theory of disease be-
gan. It was very crude. To use the word
“germ” today is almost laughable. We
now have specific names for all of the
microorganisms that researchers have
identified.

In the late 1800s, we were only at the
early observational stage in terms of our
understanding of infectious disease. A
London physician, Dr. John Snow, first
noticed that contaminated water spreads
cholera. Thirty years went by before Koch
discovered the bacterium that causes chol-
era. So scientific evidence to support the
germ theory took decades to gather. What
is the hallmark symptom of an infectious
disease? Fever. Fevers helped doctors rec-
ognize they were dealing with a special
class of diseases.

So, now, let’s look at the 1900s, when
people began to recognize allergies. A bee
sting might be uneventful. But, if a person
were stung a second time and went into
shock, people might reason that some-
thing must have altered that person’s sen-
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sitivity. Some “anti-gen,” formed as a re-
sult of the initial encounter, must have
caused the person’s body to produce “anti-
bodies,” which hung around and led to
anaphylaxis with the second sting. Again,
this was a very crude explanation, but sci-

entists were doing their best to describe a
new set of observations. These observa-
tions were the forerunner of the immune
theory of disease. Decades later, IgE—the
antigen involved in allergic reactions—was
discovered. Many different kinds of anti-

gens cause allergies—drugs, microrgan-
isms, pollens, foods, and others—so it was
a complex phenomenon, but, eventually,
we sorted it out.

Today, the medical profession finds it-
self baffled by yet another new group of
illnesses, one that is characterized by multi-
system symptoms and new-onset intoler-
ances. Once again, we may be in the early
observational stage of a new general dis-
ease mechanism, or theory of disease. The
appearance of multisystem symptoms and
new-onset intolerances following well-
characterized exposures in more than a
dozen countries is a compelling anomaly.
Instead of germs or antigens, certain syn-
thetic organic chemicals are being impli-
cated as causal agents. Just as fever was the
hallmark symptom that led us to the germ
theory of disease, these patients’ multiple
food, drug, and chemical intolerances are
hallmark symptoms for the TILT theory of
disease. And, just as microscopes allowed
us to see germs for the first time, environ-
mentally controlled hospital units are nec-
essary for us to be able to “see” the under-
lying dynamic in chemical intolerance.
This new tool would enable us to deter-
mine scientifically whether a person’s
asthma or autism or autoimmune disorder
is the result of environmental exposures.

Sadly, while the Japanese government
has provided funding for four environ-
mentally controlled hospital units, no
research unit currently exists in the
United States, despite the fact that sev-
eral federal and professional workshops
have endorsed this approach as their top
priority.

People always ask me why our govern-
ment hasn’t supported research using an
environmental medical unit. In fact,
Congress has requested funding on
three separate occasions, but, each time,
the funds have been diverted. Mean-
while, more Americans are coping with
chronic illness, and our healthcare costs
continue to rise. We are not addressing
underlying causes. Personally, I cannot
think of a better investment.

For a free copy of the Environmental Expo-
sure and Sensitivity Inventory (EESI), please
e-mail Dr. Miller at millercs@uthscsa.edu.

Shown here in her office in San Antonio looking at dust mites under the microscope, Dr. Miller
is interested in the role of low-level chemical exposures in a wide variety of illnesses.
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MECHANISMS OF ACTION OF ADDICTIVE STIMULI

Toxicant-induced loss of tolerance
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Abstract
Drug addiction and multiple chemical intolerance (abdiction) appear to be polar opposites—the former
characterized by craving and dependency, the latter by aversion. However, when the two are viewed in
juxtaposition similarities emerge, revealing a common underlying dynamic, one which appears to be a new
paradigm of disease. TILT, or toxicant-induced loss of tolerance, bridges the gap between addiction and
abdiction and has the potential to explain a variety of illnesses, including certain cases of asthma, migraine
headaches and depression, as well as chronic fatigue syndrome, !bromyalgia and “Gulf War syndrome”. This
paper argues that both addiction and chemical intolerance involve a fundamental breakdown in innate
tolerance, resulting in an ampli!cation of various biological effects, particularly withdrawal symptoms. While
addicts seek further exposures so as to avoid unpleasant withdrawal symptoms, chemically intolerant
individuals shun their problem exposures, but for the same reason—to avoid unpleasant withdrawal
symptoms. These observations raise critical questions: do addictive drugs and environmental pollutants initiate
an identical disease process? Once this process begins, can both addictants and pollutants trigger symptoms
and cravings? TILT opens a new window between the !elds of addiction and environmental medicine, one
that has the potential to transform neighboring realms of medicine, psychology, psychiatry and toxicology.

Introduction
Gulf War veterans and other individuals who
report multiple chemical intolerances following
exposure to various toxicants (pesticides, fuels,
solvents, combustion products, air contaminants
in a sick building, etc.) appear to go through
much the same addiction cycle—acquisition,
maintenance, withdrawal and relapse—as do
drug abusers (Koob, Sanna & Bloom, 1998)
(Table 1). There are certain differences. For
instance, repeated drug use leading to addiction
occurs more often in males than females, and
chemical intolerances are more apt to be re-

ported by susceptible females. However, people
in both these groups—drug addicts and chemi-
cally intolerant individuals—describe the same
stimulatory and withdrawal symptoms in re-
sponse to a wide variety of substances. Both
adopt strategies to avoid unpleasant withdrawal
symptoms: The addict does so by taking another
“hit”, while the chemically intolerant person
avoids further exposure.

When chemically intolerant individuals !rst
recognize and begin to avoid substances that
trigger their symptoms, they experience a with-
drawal phenomenon which mirrors that of drug
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Table 1. Comparison of addiction and abdiction

Feature Addiction Abdiction

Multi-system symptoms, especially central 1 1
nervous system symptoms

Multiple, chemically unrelated substances 1 1
affecting same individual (cross-tolerance) (cross-intolerance

or “spreading”)

Caffeine, alcohol, nicotine, drugs implicated 1 1

Size of doses tolerated versus those tolerated large small
by general population

Inhalation, ingestion, injection or transmucosal 1 1
routes

Stimulatory and withdrawal symptoms 1 1

Heightened sensitivity to physical stimuli 1 1
(noise, light, heat, cold, touch,
vibration) during withdrawal phase

Cravings, bingeing 1 1
(caffeine, foods)

Habituation 1 1

Heightened sensitivity following period of 1 1
avoidance (e.g. tobacco)

Genetic predisposition 1 1

Demographics Poorly educated College-educated
males, lower socio-economic females, middle to

status upper socio-economic
status

Gender ratio (M:F) 2:1 1:4, 3:51

Age of onset Teens, 20–30 years 30–50 years

Ill-de!ned physiological mechanisms 1 1

Lack of biological markers 1 1

Lack of effective drugs for treating condition 1 1

Primary therapeutic strategy Abstinence Avoidance

Detox/withdrawal requiring 4–7 days 1 1

Societal views concerning nature of problem Disease versus lack Disease versus
of willpower to belief system

avoid substances leading to
(under-avoidance) avoidance of

substances (over-
avoidance)

Patients viewed as dif!cult, demanding 1 1

Linked to violence, physical/sexual abuse, 1 1
suicide

Disruption of work, family and social 1 1
relationships

1The 1:4 ratio re"ects !ndings from various clinical studies that may suffer from gender response biases (Fiedler &
Kipen, 1997); in contrast, a population-based randomized survey of 4046 subjects conducted by the California
Department of Health Services found a 3:5 gender ratio (Kreutzer et al., 1999).
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Figure 1. Mirror relationship between abdiction and addiction cycles.

addicts. Some patients even call this process
“detox”. Associated symptoms include
headaches, fatigue, irritability, depression, myal-
gias and cognitive dif!culties, as well as dyspnea,
dysrhythmias and every sort of gastrointestinal
problem. During withdrawal chemically intoler-
ant individuals, like drug abusers, tend to avoid
bright light, noise, touch, heat and cold, which
are perceived as painful.

Following withdrawal from problem expo-
sures, chemically intolerant individuals arrive at
a clean baseline. In this “unmasked” state, free
from background symptom noise, they are able
to identify speci!c triggers and are apt to choose
avoidance—“abdiction”—over addiction, shun-
ning caffeine, alcohol, various foods and other
environmental triggers. As with drug addiction,
re-exposure may trigger cravings, but for these
chemically intolerant individuals it is everyday
exposures to gasoline vapors, diesel exhaust, fra-
grances, etc. that set off cravings for chocolate,
sweets or other substances, resulting in a “fall off
the wagon”. Chemically intolerant individuals
describe “hangovers” following such lapses. One
patient said his responses to chemicals were “like
being drunk, but without any of the fun parts”.
Withdrawal symptoms from caffeine, alcohol,
etc. may be alleviated, albeit temporarily, by “a
little hair of the dog”.

Add to this equation transitional states, during
which patients’ symptoms wax and wane, and
the addiction/abdiction cycle is complete. The
intolerant patient becomes the mirror image of
the drug addict (Fig. 1); but what do these
parallels tell us about the underlying mechanisms
for addiction and chemical intolerance? Recent
observations involving chemically exposed
groups in more than a dozen countries suggest
we may be dealing with an entirely new general
mechanism, or theory, of disease, one referred to
as “toxicant-induced loss of tolerance” or
“TILT” (Appendix) (Ashford and Miller 1998;
Miller et al., 1997)1. TILT appears to involve
two steps (Fig. 2):

(1) Initiation—loss of prior, natural (innate) tol-
erance resulting from a single, high-level
chemical exposure, e.g. a chemical spill, or
repeated low level exposures, e.g. air con-
taminants in an of!ce building. This break-
down in tolerance may be caused by one or
more toxicant exposures.

(2) Subsequent triggering of symptoms by every-
day exposures to common chemicals, foods,
drugs, and food/drug combinations (caf-
feine, alcohol). Symptoms vary from person
to person and from one exposure type
to another in the same person, but these
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Figure 2. Phenomenology of TILT. Illness appears to develop in two stages: (1) initiation, i.e. loss of prior, natural tolerance
resulting from an acute or chronic exposure (pesticides, solvents, indoor air contaminants, etc.), followed by (2) triggering of
symptoms by small quantities of previously tolerated chemicals (traf!c exhaust, fragrances), foods, drugs and food/drug
combinations (alcohol, caffeine). The physician sees only the tip of the iceberg—the patient’s symptoms—and formulates a
diagnosis based on them(e.g. asthma, chronic fatigue, migraine headaches). Masking hides the relationship between symptoms

and triggers. The initial exposure event causing breakdown in tolerance also may go unnoticed (ÓUTHSCSA, 1996).

individuals report a reproducible constellation
of symptoms, or “signature response”, fol-
lowing each exposure to a particular trigger,
for example, headaches with diesel exhaust
or dizziness with a fragrance.

Recent surveys in California, North Carolina and
New Mexico suggest that approximately 2–6% of
the population suffers from multiple chemical
intolerances (Meggs et al., 1996; Voorhees,
1998; Kreutzer, Neutra & Lashuay, 1999).2

Many chemically intolerant patients !rst became
sick after a speci!c, well-characterized chemical
exposure. This observation, coupled with the
striking parallels between their illness and addic-
tion, raise crucial questions concerning the role
of environmental exposures in addiction: do en-
vironmental chemical exposures initiate addic-
tion, e.g. via TILT? Are drug addicts especially
susceptible to everyday chemical exposures, e.g.
gasoline, fragrances, etc.? Do exposures like
these trigger symptoms in drug addicts, or set off
their cravings?

While it may seem almost inconceivable that
in the 21st century we would only now be stum-

bling upon a new theory of disease, it is worth
remembering that other two-step theories of dis-
ease that are now widely accepted, i.e. carcino-
genesis and the immune theory of disease, were
just as controversial in the past century.

Chemical intolerance: one man’s meat is
another man’s poison
Far more attention and resources have been
directed toward understanding the problems of
drug addicts than those of people who assidu-
ously avoid drugs of any kind, including caffeine,
alcohol, nicotine and medications, for obvious
reasons. Drug addicts tend to be disruptive and
are often a burden to their families and society,
while drug avoiders sit quietly at home and dis-
turb no one. Doctors often have a few patients in
their practices who steadfastly refuse to take
medications. When no alternative treatment is
available and these patients must take drugs, it is
often they who develop the side effects and idio-
syncratic drug reactions listed in the Physicians’
Desk Reference. People who experience adverse
reactions to one drug are apt to respond badly to
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Table 2. Triggering exposures reported by 80% or more of
people with multiple chemical intolerances who became ill
following pesticide or indoor air contaminant exposures

(Miller & Mitzel, 1995)

New carpeting
New automobile interior
Poorly ventilated meeting rooms
Perfume
Detergent aisle in grocery
Newspaper/printed materials
Fresh asphalt/tar
Diesel exhaust
Felt-tip markers
Nail polish/remover
Restroom deodorizers
Fabric stores
Heavy traf!c
New plastic shower curtain
Hairspray
Enclosed mall
Oil-based paint
Particle board
Gas engine exhaust
Hotel rooms
Phenolic disinfectants
Dry-cleaned clothes
Insecticides
Gasoline
Potpourri
New tires
Cigar smoke
Cigarette smoke
Incense
Insect repellent

fundamental tenet of toxicology—evidence of a
dose—response relationship (Waddell, 1993).
Secondly, the chemicals these patients implicate
are structurally unrelated. This presents a prob-
lem for both toxicologists and immunologists
who expect chemical receptors, biochemical
pathways, target organs and antibodies to be, for
the most part, substance or class-speci!c.
Thirdly, the symptoms these patients report
seem to be limitless, involving any and every
organ system, and often several systems at once,
making it impossible to construct a meaningful
case de!nition. Fourthly, the most disabling
symptoms are those traditionally addressed by
psychiatrists and psychologists—fatigue, mood
disturbances and cognitive dif!culties. Referral
to these specialists is routine.

Despite these reasons why multiple chemical
intolerance should not exist, numerous re-
searchers have described identical new-onset in-
tolerances occurring among demographically
diverse groups in more than a dozen countries
(nine European countries, the United States,
Canada, Japan, Australia, New Zealand)—
groups sharing little in common, save some ini-
tial chemical exposure event (Table 4). These
groups include radiology workers in New
Zealand exposed to X-ray developer solutions
containing glutaraldehyde (Genton, 1998); EPA
employees in Washington, DC, exposed to vol-
atile organic chemicals present in the air of
EPA’s headquarters building resulting from re-
modeling, painting and newly glued-down car-
peting (Hirzy & Morison, 1989); families in
Germany exposed to pentachlorophenol wood
preservative in their log homes (Ashford et al.,
1995); sheep dippers in Great Britain exposed to
organophosphate pesticides (Stephens et al.,
1995; Monk, 1996; Ashford & Miller, 1998);
hospital workers in Nova Scotia exposed to
building air contaminants (Ashford & Miller,
1998); card dealers in a Lake Tahoe (California)
casino exposed to solvents and pesticides (Cone
& Sult, 1992); implant recipients (Miller & Pri-
hoda, 1999b); and Gulf War veterans exposed to
solvents, combustion products, pesticides and
various drugs during military service (Fiedler et
al., 1996; Bell et al., 1998; Miller & Prihoda,
1999b).

That people from such diverse groups—differ-
ent occupations, different socio-economic
classes, even different cultures—report develop-
ing multisystem symptoms and new-onset intoler-

others (Adkinson, 1998). In recent years, sub-
stance avoiders or “abdicts” who report intoler-
ances for a vast array of chemicals, foods, and
drugs have become an enigma for physicians and
researchers in occupational medicine, allergy,
and toxicology (AOEC, 1992; NRC, 1992;
NIEHS, 1997). These individuals say that every-
day chemical exposures (Table 2) such as fra-
grances, vehicle exhaust, new plastic car
interiors, household cleaners, etc. cause
headaches, fatigue, memory dif!culties, mental
confusion, anxiety, irritability, depression, myal-
gias, arrhythmias, dyspnea and every sort of gas-
trointestinal problem (Table 3).

What has confounded toxicologists and aller-
gists, causing some to discount these patients’
claims altogether, are several things. First, the
exposure levels or doses said to be causing symp-
toms are orders of magnitude below established
safety limits, leading some scientists to dismiss
the illness entirely, on the basis that it violates a
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Table 3. Symptoms commonly reported by chemically intolerant individuals (Miller and
Mitzel 1995). Categories were derived via factor analysis of symptoms reported by 112
chemically intolerant individuals who reported becoming ill following exposure to indoor air

contaminants (n 575) or cholinesterase-inhibiting pesticides (n 5 37)

CardiacNeuromuscular
Heart poundingLoss of consciousness

Stumbling/dragging foot Rapid heart rate
Seizures Irregular heart rate
Print moving/vibrating on page Chest discomfort
Feeling off balance Affective

Feeling tense/nervousTingling in !ngers/toes
Double vision Uncontrollable crying
Muscle jerking Feeling irritable/edgy

Depressed feelingsFainting
Thoughts of suicideNumbness in !ngers/toes

Clumsiness Nerves feel like vibrating
Sudden rageProblems focusing eyes

Cold or blue nails/!ngers Loss of motivation
Trembling handsUncontrollable sleepiness

Head-related Insomnia
Head fullness/pressure Airway
Tender face/sinuses Cough
Sinus infections Bronchitis

Asthma or wheezingTightness in face/scalp
Brain feels swollen Post nasal drainage
Ringing in ears Excessive mucus production

Shortness of breathHeadache
Eye burning/irritationFeeling groggy

Musculoskeletal Susceptible to infections
Dry eyesJoint pain

Muscle aches Enlarged/tender lymph nodes
HoarsenessWeak legs

Weak arms Cognitive
Memory dif!cultiesGeneral stiffness
Problems with spellingCramps in toes/legs

Painful trigger points Slowed responses
Problems with arithmeticGastrointestinal

Abdominal gas Problems with handwriting
Dif!cult concentrationFoul gas

Problems digesting food Dif!culty making decisions
Speech dif!cultyAbdominal swelling/bloating

Foul burping Feelings of unreality/spacey
OtherDiarrhea

Feeling tired/lethargicAbdominal pain/cramping
Constipation Dizziness/lightheadedness

ances following a chemical exposure event is no-
table, but the fact that they also report new-onset
intolerances for alcoholic and caffeinated bever-
ages, medications, and foods—not just chemical
inhalants—is a compelling anomaly. In science,
compelling anomalies expose the limitations of
existing paradigms and drive the search for new
ones (Kuhn, 1970). Closer inspection reveals
that these individuals’ intolerances fall into a
pattern—one less familiar to allergists and toxi-
cologists than to researchers and providers in the

the !eld of addiction (Miller, 1999; Miller &
Prihoda, 1999a).

Chemical intolerance: a troubled childhood
Theron Randolph, an allergist, !rst described
the chemical intolerance phenomenon half a
century ago, calling it “unwitting addiction”, the
addiction cycle being transparent to the patient
(Randolph, 1962). His voluminous writings on
this addiction-like process were viewed with dis-
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Table 4. Groups reporting new-onset intolerances following well-de!ned chemical exposure events

Demographic group Country Source

Gulf War veterans United States Miller & Prihoda, 1999;
Bell et al., 1998; Fiedler et al., 1996

Home owners exposed to Germany Ashford & Miller, 1998
pentachlorophenol wood
preservatives

Home owners, of!ce workers exposed United States Miller & Mitzel, 1995; Rosenthal &
to organophosphate/carbamate Cameron, 1991
pesticides

Hospital workers Canada Ashford & Miller, 1998

Sheep dippers exposed to United Kingdom Ashford & Miller, 1998; Monk, 1996;
organophosphate pesticide Stephens et al., 1995

Radiology workers exposed to !lm New Zealand, and other Genton, 1998
developing chemicals countries

Solvent-exposed workers United States Lax & Henneberger, 1995; Simon et al.,
1990; Davidoff & Key, 1996

Of!ce workers, teachers (various United States Lax & Henneberger, 1995; EPA, 1989;
indoor air exposures) Miller & Mitzel, 1995

Homeowners, of!ce workers United States Miller & Mitzel, 1995
exposed to volatile organic
compounds associated with
remodeling

Casino workers exposed to mixed United States Cone & Sult, 1992
pesticides

Implant recipients United States Miller & Prihoda, 1999b

Chemical weapons production Germany Spiegelberg, 1961
workers

Agricultural workers exposed to United States Tabershaw & Cooper, 1966
organophosphate pesticides

interest or dismissed by his fellow allergists. He
was a clinician, not an academician. His ideas
came at a time when allergy shots were viewed as
“voodoo medicine” or “witchcraft” within aca-
demic medicine circles. In 1906, von Pirquet
coined the term “allergy”, de!ning it as “altered
reactivity” of whatever origin—a de!nition
broadly embracing ampli!ed responses, whether
on an immunological basis or not. But in 1925
European allergists chose to rede!ne allergy in
the narrower context of antibodies and antigens,
over the objections of some US allergists. This
new immunological de!nition of allergy pre-
vailed and, with the discovery of IgE in 1967,
allergists at last achieved a scienti!c basis for
their practice. These developments proved the
death knell for serious scienti!c study of other
“untoward reactions”, many of which became
footnotes relegated to an inauspicious position in

the profession. These non-immune-mediated hy-
persensitivities came to be called “intolerances”,
or “idiopathic” or “idiosyncratic reactions”; in
Europe they became “pseudoallergies”; and
Randolph (1987) and his colleagues, as he said,
“were treated as gad"ies”. Alsoph Corwin
(1978), Professor Emeritus of biochemistry at
Johns Hopkins, commented upon what he con-
sidered the “faulty re-de!nition” of allergy
adopted by allergists:

Essentially, the fallacy lies in the confusion
of hypersensitivity with immunity and the
consequent exclusion from consideration of
those cases of hypersensitivity which do not
exhibit serological abnormalities. These in-
clude many food reactions, drug allergies, and
reactions to environmental pollutants [emphasis
added].
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In effect, all of these other intolerances were
“de!ned out” of allergy, despite pleas by some
mainstream allergists to keep them in (Kniker,
1985; Selner, 1985).

Perhaps chemical intolerance was simply
raised in the wrong family. Had it not sprung
from an allergist and been brought up in a
professional society that never really understood
it, it might have thrived. Patients who consult
allergists concerning their chemical intolerances,
believing what they have is an allergy, soon !nd
they have knocked on the wrong professional’s
door. When their skin tests prove to be negative
or non-diagnostic they are told that the problem
is not an allergy, and are sent away or referred
for psychiatric help. These patients have since
sought out specialists in occupational and en-
vironmental medicine who do understand
chemical exposures, take exposure histories and
see other patients with neuropsychological symp-
toms resulting from chemical exposures, e.g.
pesticides and solvents.

Chemical intolerance !nds a place
Over the past decade, occupational medicine
specialists and researchers in related areas have
met in a series of federally sponsored scienti!c
symposia, held in response to the growing dissat-
isfaction and sheer numbers of chemically intol-
erant people (AOEC, 1992; NRC, 1992;
ATSDR, 1994). Participants in these meetings
have urged further studies in this area, and de-
spite their divergent views, reached consensus on
research agendas which, if funded, would ad-
vance understanding of the problem, but key
studies have not yet been funded. The !eld of
occupational and environmental medicine is
itself split over this issue. Many practitioners
remain doubtful that people can respond ad-
versely to exposure concentrations orders of
magnitude below those generally recognized as
safe, feel ill-equipped to deal with the patients’
caffeine, alcohol and food intolerances, and are
awaiting scienti!c proof before committing
themselves. At the same time patients are be-
coming more vocal, with advocacy groups
attracting tens of thousands and distributing
their own newsletters. Recent US population-
based surveys show that multiple chemical intol-
erance is a major health concern for up to 6.3%
of the population (Kreutzer et al., 1999), poten-
tially making it the country’s most prevalent

chemically caused medical condition. Physicians
in practice for a quarter century or longer report
an exponential rise in the numbers of these pa-
tients in their practices (Ashford & Miller,
1998).

Why this apparent increase? In the United
States, there has been a corresponding increase
in the production and use of synthetic organic
chemicals since World War II—from a billion
pounds annually in the early 1940s to 400 billion
pounds in the 1980s (US International Trade
Commission). The nature of these chemicals has
also changed. For example, cholinesterase-
inhibiting pesticides, i.e. organophosphates and
carbamates, replaced chlorinated pesticides such
as DDT on ecological grounds. These new neu-
rotoxic compounds, developed for agricultural
use, also worked well for homes, schools and
of!ce buildings, controlling pests with few “call
backs” for exterminators. Organophosphates and
carbamates now account for nearly half of US
pesticide use. Still other synthetic organic chem-
icals are released from fuels, paints, clothing and
consumer products of every description. Ninety
per cent of the US population now spends more
than 90% of the day indoors, exposed to pesti-
cides, cleaners, fragrances and volatile organic
chemicals (VOCs) emitted by new carpet, par-
ticle board and furnishings. These airborne
chemicals tend to accumulate in modern, sealed
indoor environments. Even the air inside vehi-
cles, especially new ones, contains complex mix-
tures of VOCs emitted by plastic interiors and
rubber "oor mats. VOCs are also entrained from
traf!c exhaust and freshly tarred roads. Over the
past three generations, exposures such as these
have increased exponentially.

Add to this the energy conservation efforts
resulting from the oil embargo of the 1970s,
when US citizens received tax credits for adding
home insulation, caulking cracks, etc. thus fur-
ther sealing in contaminants. Responding to the
energy crunch, the American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE), which sets US consensus standards
for fresh outside air in commercial buildings,
schools, public spaces, etc. lowered its fresh air
recommendations to 5 c.f.m. (cubic feet per
minute) per occupant—a six-fold reduction from
the 30 c.f.m. standard in 19003. To make mat-
ters worse, most homes receive no fresh outside
air other than what leaks through cracks,
crevices, open doors or windows. With more
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Figure 3. A comparison of gas chromatographs of equal volume air samples taken inside and outside a complaint of!ce
building (Reprinted from Miksch, Hollowell & Schmidt, 1982, with permission from Elsevier Science).

tightly sealed, “energy-ef!cient” structures and
less fresh air brought in from outside, VOC
concentrations inside homes and work-places
crept to unprecedented highs (Fig. 3).

Accompanying this reduction in fresh indoor
air, outbreaks of sick building syndrome spread
across the United States, most notoriously in the
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) head-
quarters in Washington, DC, where several hun-
dred individuals became ill following remodeling
and the installation of new carpeting. While most
employees recovered when carpeting was re-
moved, several dozen reported a peculiar new
problem. When they went to play bridge or
poker with friends and were around tobacco
smoke or fragrances—exposures that had never

bothered them before—they would immediately
feel ill, experiencing headaches, fatigue, inability
to concentrate and "u-like symptoms. On air-
planes, they would feel sick when they smelled
other passengers’ fragrances or exhaust gases
from nearby aircraft. Ten years later, many of
these EPA employees are still unable to tolerate
such common exposures. Their symptoms are
identical to those of chemically intolerant indi-
viduals who became ill following exposure to
pesticides or solvents (Lax & Henneberger,
1995; Miller & Mitzel, 1995; Davidoff & Keyl,
1996; Miller & Prihoda, 1999a, 1999b).

Similar multi-system sympatomatology has
been observed in veterans returning from the
Gulf War (Fiedler et al., 1996; Bell et
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al., 1999; Miller & Prihoda, 1999a, 1999b). The
vast majority of sick Gulf War veterans seen at
one Department of Veterans Affairs referral cen-
ter reported multiple chemical, food and drug
intolerances (Miller, 1999): 78% reported new-
onset chemical intolerances since the Gulf War;
40% experienced adverse reactions to medica-
tions; 78% described new food intolerances;
66% reported that alcoholic beverages—even a
can of beer—made them feel ill; 25% became ill
after drinking caffeinated beverages; and 74% of
smokers felt sick if they smoked an extra
cigarette or borrowed someone else’s stronger
brand. Eighty-eight per cent reported new intol-
erances since the war in one of three categories—
chemical inhalants, foods and drugs or food/drug
combinations—and more than half reported in-
tolerances in all three categories (Miller, 1996).

Inhalant exposures that these sick Gulf War
veterans said cause symptoms include engine or
traf!c exhaust, nail polish or nail polish remover,
perfume, pesticides, gasoline, tobacco smoke,
fresh tar or asphalt, paint thinner, hair spray,
bleach, natural gas, disinfectants and insect re-
pellent. Veteran mechanics reported shakiness,
dizziness, nausea, vomiting, headaches and
dif!culty concentrating when exposed to fuels,
solvents or exhaust from aircraft or other
vehicles. One mechanic said he can no longer
change the oil in his own car and takes it to a
quick oil-change shop instead. Another mech-
anic said that before the Gulf War his idea of the
perfect perfume was WD-40. Since the War, one
whiff of WD-40 or various other chemicals im-
mediately make him feel ill. Many veterans no
longer !ll their own gas tanks because the vapors
make them “spacey” or sick. Some refuse to
drive because they become so disorientated in
heavy traf!c or while driving behind diesel trucks
that they fear causing an accident; or they have
trouble remembering where they parked their
cars or where they are going. They get lost on
formerly familiar roads. One VA study found a
30% excess of motor vehicle deaths among Gulf
War veterans, which the authors attributed to
increased risk-taking behavior (Kang & Bull-
mann, 1996). What the veterans say is they
become confused, go off the road, mistake the
clutch for the brake and have trouble judging
stopping distances when they are exposed to
gasoline vapors, diesel exhaust or freshly tarred
roads.

Fragrances, deodorants and other personal

care products commonly trigger symptoms. One
veteran sent his wife a favorite fragrance from
Saudi Arabia. When he returned from the Gulf
she wore it to greet him, but he became so sick
during the 21

2
-hour car ride home he asked her to

never wear it again. Several veterans quit wearing
their usual colognes or aftershaves. One veteran
had purchased 15 different deodorants but was
unable to tolerate any of them; another experi-
enced facial paresthesias and shortness of breath
from fragrances worn by churchgoers. Many can
no longer bear the odor of nail polish or nail
polish remover and either left the house or asked
their spouses or girlfriends to leave whenever
they did their nails.

Other problem exposures for these veterans
include enclosed malls; fragrance counters; store
aisles with detergents; fertilizers or pesticides;
new mobile homes; insecticides sprayed on pets
or gardens or during household exterminations;
emissions from gas stoves or heaters; exhaust
from power mowers, chainsaws, etc.; fabric soft-
eners; fabric !nishes on new clothing; insect
repellents; and felt-tip markers. Many have given
up hobbies or other pastimes involving combus-
tion products or solvents, e.g. refurbishing cars,
racing model cars, model building, carpentry,
fabric painting, entering dog shows (grooming
sprays) and barbecuing.

Studies conducted at the University of Texas,
the Robert Wood Johnson Medical School in
New Jersey, and the University of Arizona have
all noted similar multi-system symptoms and
intolerances among Gulf War veterans (Fiedler
et al., 1996; Bell et al., 1998; Miller & Prihoda
1999a, 1999b). A CDC study found that ill Gulf
War veterans reported more chemical intoler-
ances than did veteran controls (Fukuda et al.,
1998).

This intolerance phenomenon is not altogether
new. Thirty years ago, Tabershaw & Cooper
(1966) described 114 agricultural workers with
acute organophosphate pesticide poisoning,
some of whom had developed persistent symp-
toms. Several years after their acute exposure,
nearly 20% reported that even a “whiff” of a
pesticide made them feel ill. Some quit their jobs
for this reason. In 1961, Spiegelberg described
persistent, multi-system symptoms among Ger-
mans who had manufactured chemical weapons,
including organophosphate nerve agent, during
World War II. They, too, manifested new-onset
intolerances for alcohol, nicotine and medica-
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Figure 4. Components of masking. (a) Apposition. This is the overlapping of stimulatory and withdrawal symptoms. If an
individual is sensitive to many different substances, then the effects of everyday exposures to chemicals, foods, or drugs may
overlap producing a confusing array of symptoms. The individual would feel sick most of the time, but the effect of any single
exposure would not be apparent to either the individual or his physicians (ÓUTHSCSA, 1996). (b) Addiction. A person
addicted to caffeine, alcohol, nicotine or another substance may take that substance at frequent, carefully spaced intervals in
order to avoid unpleasant withdrawal symptoms. These addictants may mask the effects of other exposures, such as chemical
inhalants (ÓUTHSCSA, 1996). (c) Habituation. Symptom severity declines over time with repeated exposures. (inhalant

or ingestion) to the same substance (ÓUTHSCSA, 1996).

tions that continued to bother them more than a
decade later.

As compelling as these studies are, they may
greatly underestimate the size of the problem:
many patients, perhaps the majority, are not
even aware they have intolerances, due to a
phenomenon called “masking” (Fig. 4). Masking
tends to hide the relationship between an indi-
vidual’s symptoms and triggering exposures. It
has several interactive components. One masking
component, apposition, occurs when people be-
come intolerant to many different substances

(Miller & Prihoda 1999b). As these individuals
go through the day multiple symptoms, triggered
by fragrances, hair spray, vehicle exhaust, foods,
medications, etc. overlap, creating a confusing
array of symptoms. No one cause can be isolated
because there is too much background noise
(Fig. 4a). Addiction to caffeine, nicotine, or al-
cohol can also mask the effects of chemical in-
halant exposures (Fig. 4b). People exposed to
the same substance more than once every 4–7
days tend to habituate to that substance. Habitu-
ation also masks responses (Fig. 4c). Masking
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helps explain why symptoms vary from person
to person, and from day to day in the same
individual.

Over the past decade, the !nger has been
pointed at a number of potential causes for Gulf
War “Syndrome”—everything from the oil
shroud to pesticides, vaccinations, pyridostig-
mine bromide, etc. The aforementioned studies
of exposure groups in more than a dozen
countries, suggest that exposure to any one of
these Gulf War toxicants or any combination of
them could cause a general breakdown in toler-
ance leading to the plethora of beguiling symp-
toms associated with TILT. TILT has the
potential to explain how Gulf War veterans and
other exposed individuals can have symptoms
persisting decades after the “initiating” exposure,
even when the initial toxicant is no longer
present.

We do not know exactly how this breakdown
in tolerance occurs. We do know that rats bred
for sensitivity to organophosphate pesticides (the
Flinders Sensitive Rat Line) are also intolerant of
structurally diverse drugs, including nicotine and
ethanol, and have increased gut permeability,
which in humans is associated with food intoler-
ance (Overstreet et al., 1996). These rats also
over-respond to inhaled methacholine, which
causes bronchoconstriction mimicking asthma in
humans, and to inhaled ovalbumin, which causes
both bronchoconstriction and in"ammation, re-
sembling allergic asthma (Djuric et al., 1998).
These observations suggest that the tolerance
breakdown may involve the cholinergic nervous
system, which regulates vital processes through-
out the body. Another possibility is that chemi-
cals might disrupt or sensitize neural pathways
that link the olfactory system with the limbic
system in the brain, leading to depression
and cognitive dif!culties (Bell, Miller &
Schwartz, 1992). Several investigators have pro-
posed neural sensitization as a model for mul-
tiple chemical intolerance (Bell et al., 1999;
Sorg, 2000). Memory and addiction appear to
be interrelated phenomena (Berke & Hyman,
2000), which may have some intersection
with the memory dif!culties caused by chemical
exposure in susceptible individuals. The
striking parallels between chemical intolerance
and addiction suggest they may share the same
underlying mechanism, one likely involving mul-
tiple neurotransmitters and genetic polymor-
phisms.

Hierarchy of addiction: the addiction
pyramid
Randolph struggled to !nd words to describe
what he saw in his chemically intolerant patients.
Reviewing historical accounts of opiate addic-
tion, he was struck by the similarities between
these descriptions and his patients’ problems.
Seeing congruencies, he envisioned a hierarchy
or pyramid of addiction, with the least potent
and most slowly absorbed substances (i.e. foods)
at the base, and the most potent and rapidly
absorbed (heroin, cocaine) at the apex (Fig. 5).
Rapidly absorbed substances appeared more ad-
dictive. After foods (at the bottom of the pyra-
mid), the next most troublesome addictants
tended to be sugars, followed by caffeine-con-
taining drinks, often sweetened with cane, beet
or corn sugar. Anecdotally, he noted that re-
formed alcoholics tend to fall back on caffeine
and sugar-containing substances (e.g. choc-
olate), addicting to them instead. Considerable
evidence now links consumption of sweets with
excessive alcohol intake in both animals and
humans (Kampov-Polevoy, Gorbutt &
Janowsky, 1999).

Tobacco was next in line in terms of addictive
potency. Randolph observed tobacco users
cross-reacting to other members of the night-
shade family, including potato, tomato, eggplant,
red and green pepper and chili. He thought
his smokers’ adverse responses to these foods
differed from their responses to nicotine per se,
and believed tobacco companies put sugars into
their blends to augment their products’ addic-
tiveness.

Near the top of the pyramid he placed inhalant
chemical exposures (glues, solvents) and, at the
apex, synthetically derived and natural drugs.
Drug addicts he saw as “living” near the tip of
the pyramid, while chemically intolerant individ-
uals dwelled closer to the base. However, there is
considerable overlap between these two phenom-
ena—addiction and chemical intolerance—
occurring in the middle of the pyramid, where
the “food–drug” combinations lie (caffeinated
and alcoholic beverages and nicotine in tobacco).
In the !eld of addiction, cross-addiction (called
“cross-tolerance”) to structurally unrelated drugs
is widely recognized, e.g. in casinos where the
smokers/drinkers/caffeine addicts take their
chances at “21” and craps. On the other hand,
chemically intolerant people tend to shun these
same substances and circumstances. In effect,
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Figure 5. Addiction pyramid, after Randolph & Moss (1980).

they “cross-abdict”, but are addiction and abdic-
tion merely opposing faces of the same coin?

The addiction/abdiction interface
This section describes Randolph’s early clinical
observations and compares them with other in-
vestigators’ recent !ndings for chemically ex-
posed groups, especially Gulf War veterans,
focusing on the overlap zone between chemical
intolerance (abdiction) and societally recognized
addiction, that is, responses to foods, caffeine,
alcohol, tobacco and drugs—substances lying at
the base and middle of the addiction pyramid.

Foods
Randolph’s early work on chemical intolerance
was founded on a food addiction model devel-
oped by Rinkel, who !rst introduced the con-
cepts of cyclic food “allergy” and masking
(1944). Rinkel described adverse food reactions
as being either !xed (constant symptoms) or
cyclical (symptoms decreasing with long-term
avoidance of a food and increasing the more
frequently the food is eaten). Cyclic food intoler-
ance had both a masked stage and an unmasked

stage. Patients became masked if they ate a
problem food before their symptoms from the
prior ingestion of that same food had subsided.
They behaved like drug addicts who take another
hit as their withdrawal symptoms set in. Crav-
ings frequently accompanied these withdrawal
symptoms, whether foods or alcoholic beverages
were involved, observed Randolph.

These cyclic food intolerances, as described by
Rinkel and Randolph, cannot be reliably diag-
nosed using either skin or blood tests. To ident-
ify problem foods, patients must !rst go on an
elimination diet during which single foods are
eaten, one per meal and spaced 4–7 days apart,
allowing suf!cient time for the food to traverse
the gastrointestinal tract and for receptors to
normalize before a test ingestion. Using this ap-
proach, Rinkel determined that his patients’
masked food intolerances often involved their
favorite, most frequently eaten foods, e.g. corn,
wheat, milk and eggs. Frequent consumption of
problem foods, even in tiny amounts, maintained
their intolerant state.

More recently, occupational medicine special-
ists have observed this same pattern of cyclic
food intolerances appearing in chemically ex-
posed groups. Ninety-seven per cent of 112
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chemically intolerant individuals we studied who
had become ill after exposure to either pesticides
(37 people) or indoor air contaminants (75)
reported developing signi!cant food intolerances
(Miller & Mitzel, 1995). Sixty per cent said their
diets had been affected “a great deal”. Consist-
ent with Rinkel and Randolph’s observations,
these intolerances involved frequently eaten
foods that people often crave, e.g. bread (wheat),
corn chips, chocolate, caffeinated beverages,
milk, etc.

In 1956, a paper by Randolph entitled “The
descriptive features of food addiction” appeared
in the Quarterly Journal of Studies on Alcohol,
describing how food-sensitive patients are apt to
have an immediate, sharp reaction after eating
foods to which they are highly sensitive—if the
food is eaten only occasionally. Such an abrupt “let
down” occurring right after the ingestion of an
unusual food (i.e. one rarely consumed, such as
avocados or cashews) is nearly always recognized
and remembered. When the same symptoms oc-
cur on several occasions after that food is eaten,
people soon learn to avoid it. Such food reac-
tions rarely bring patients in to see their doctors.
Just the opposite happens with frequently eaten
foods. Patients generally do not recognize foods
may be responsible for their fatigue, headaches,
mood problems, digestive dif!culties, etc. be-
cause of masking. In fact, some individuals actu-
ally experience a slight “pickup” or improvement
in symptoms shortly after a food is eaten, even
craving it because it is so agreeable.
“Chocoholics” are notorious for this.

As opposed to narcotic addicts who know they
are hooked, most food addicts have no inkling
they are addicted to any foods. Randolph wrote:
“Irrespective of terminology—whether this be
called masked food sensitivity or food addic-
tion—this is food sensitivity as it most commonly
exists.” He noted that a food hangover could be
alleviated by ingesting more of the food that
caused it—the “hair of the dog that bit you”
treatment; and how food addicts who were un-
aware of their speci!c food triggers could never-
theless help their hangovers by overeating
everything, thereby obtaining relief. Obese pa-
tients in his practice were often addicted to corn,
wheat, and milk (recent studies suggest that
obese individuals often are carbohydrate cravers,
and that drugs that increase serotonin neuro-
transmission tend to normalize food intake and
mood (Wurtman, 1990). For these patients, di-

eting, missing meals or omitting salient foods
from the diet could precipitate withdrawal symp-
toms, typically within a day, said Randolph.

Food intolerant individuals tend to be
“touchy” about having their meals on time; de-
layed or skipped meals make them feel tired,
jittery, achy, etc. Eating between meals, before
bedtime (to avoid nighttime withdrawal symp-
toms or awakening), storing food by the bedside
or in the car and carrying large cups of coffee or
tea to sip all day long help ward off withdrawal
symptoms. Food addicts may notice that these
maneuvers make them feel better, without know-
ing why—hence, Randoph’s terminology
“unwitting addiction”.

These patients learn to avoid sharp reactions
by eating the foods to which they are allergic at
such frequent intervals as for instance at 10:30
A.M., and 3:00, 5:00, and 10:00 P.M. and
occasionally during the night, in addition to
their three regular meals. Without such inter-
val feedings these patients are inclined to de-
velop midway between their regular meals any
one or several of the following symptoms: a
gnawing hunger sensation in the abdomen,
nasal stuf!ness, inability to concentrate, som-
nolence, extreme fatigue, tenseness, and
“nervousness” (Randolph, 1947).

Many sick Gulf War veterans I have seen as
environmental medicine consultant for the De-
partment of Veterans Affairs’ regional referral
center in Houston, describe new-onset
“addictions” to chocolate, corn chips, and other
foods since the war, and report that consuming
these foods makes them feel better, at least tem-
porarily. Three-quarters of these veterans report
symptoms suggestive of food intolerances, i.e.
feeling sick after speci!c foods (64%) and/or ill
after meals (49%). Gastrointestinal symptoms
are their most common problem, but these veter-
ans also reported headaches, fatigue, weakness,
extreme sleepiness, impaired concentration
(“mind shuts down”) and shortness of breath
after meals. Late or missed meals led to weak-
ness (“like dying”), fatigue, headaches, light-
headedness, dizziness, irritability and abdominal
discomfort in nearly 1/5 of the veterans. One-
quarter of them described intense cravings for
certain foods, consuming prodigious quantities
of corn products (popcorn, corn chips), baked
goods, pasta, ice cream, chocolate and other
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sweets. One veteran carried fruit and baked
goods in the car because eating them kept him
from falling asleep at the wheel.

Caffeine
Some Gulf War veterans I interviewed were con-
suming as much as 10–30 cups of coffee or tea
per day, in an attempt to stave off their fatigue.
The majority drank two to four cups of caf-
feinated beverages daily and were unaware of
any symptoms due to caffeine. Yet nearly all of
these individuals suffered from symptoms associ-
ated with caffeine sensitivity, including
headaches, lightheadedness, irritability, nervous-
ness, diarrhea, abdominal cramps, heartburn,
frequent urination, nocturia, heart pounding,
nausea and insomnia. One veteran reported
headaches after only a few sips of decaffeinated
coffee (approximately 10 mg of caffeine per
cup). Another, who formerly drank two pots of
coffee daily, said he !rst suspected he was sensi-
tive to caffeine when his spouse left on a trip and
he did not bother to make coffee for 4 days. He
felt “spacey” and developed a headache. There-
after, he reduced his coffee intake to two cups
per day. However, if he drinks more than his
two-cup allotment, he enters “a state of tur-
moil”, becomes lost easily, does not know “what
to do !rst or next” and becomes “obsessive
compulsive”, “double or triple checking” things
because he cannot remember what he has just
done. This same veteran no longer tolerates de-
congestants, diesel exhaust and certain fra-
grances, to which he attributes headaches,
nausea and dizziness.

Another Gulf War veteran reported severe caf-
feine withdrawal symptoms after being placed on
a psychiatric ward. Although he was consuming
the same amount of coffee as before, he did not
realize that all of the ward’s coffee was decaf-
feinated. This same veteran also described
headaches after drinking one beer; hypersensitiv-
ity to the odor of nailpolish; nausea around cars
burning oil; severe weakness, irritability and
headaches if he misses a meal; vomiting after
eating onions, garlic or chili; and lightheaded-
ness and dizziness if he smokes more than his
usual 10 cigarettes per day.

Blinded, cross-over studies have shown that
some individuals who consume only a single cup
of regular coffee per day (about 100 mg of caf-
feine) reliably develop caffeine withdrawal symp-

toms when they stop (Silverman et al., 1992).
The question is, have ill Gulf War veterans lost
their prior natural tolerance for caffeine? This
question can only be answered by removing caf-
feine and other xanthines from their diets for
about a week to see if they get better, and
subsequently re-introducing caffeine and seeing
whether their symptoms return.

Alcohol
Our studies of Gulf War veterans and chemically
intolerant patients suggest that new-onset
alcohol intolerance may be the earliest and most
robust hallmark of TILT, provided the patient is
not a teetotaler (Miller & Prihoda 1999a,
1999b). Two-thirds of veterans interviewed at
the VA referral center said that their tolerance
for alcohol had decreased greatly since the War.
One soldier, who before the war “drank his
friends under the table” now feels inebriated,
dizzy, woozy and unable to insert his keys in the
ignition after one beer. Some !nd that as little as
one beer causes stomach irritation, jitteriness,
nausea, vomiting, slurred speech, "ushing, dizzi-
ness, abdominal cramps, abdominal swelling,
bloating, diarrhea, hot "ashes or insomnia. Oth-
ers experience several days’ withdrawal after only
one or two drinks.

Nearly half a century ago, Randolph (1956)
reported that addictive drinkers appeared to be
sensitive to the foods from which their favorite
beverages were brewed. He placed 40 reformed
alcoholics from his allergy practice on elimin-
ation diets which excluded foods contained in
their preferred drinks (e.g. corn in bourbon
drinkers, grapes in wine drinkers). Several pa-
tients developed severe withdrawal symptoms
while avoiding these foods in preparation for oral
food challenges. When re-challenged with salient
foods, these individuals developed intense
headaches, fatigue, weakness, nervousness and
other symptoms mimicking their former hang-
overs. Corn, wheat (including barley and rye),
grape, cane, potato, beet (sugar), apple and cit-
rus fruits were the most frequent offending
foods. To date, no other researchers have un-
masked and re-challenged alcoholics in this man-
ner. Consequently, Randolph’s !ndings remain
uncon!rmed. However, should his observations
prove correct, the so-called “tolerance” that al-
coholics exhibit with chronic drinking may in
fact be an “apparent tolerance”, and the
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“acquired tolerance” addictionologists describe
may actually be masked intolerance. Only careful
studies will resolve these important questions
and semantic dif!culties.

Randolph noted that chemically intolerant pa-
tients often become aware !rst of their alcohol
intolerances. He attributed this to alcohol’s rapid
absorption, and the fact that most people (except
alcoholics) tend to use it intermittently. When
foods are eaten every day, or even more than
once a week, or when they are combined with
other foods, patients’ responses tend to blur. In
contrast with foods, which are absorbed gradu-
ally over a period of several hours, alcohol is
rapidly absorbed and often consumed on an
empty stomach. Thus, symptoms associated with
alcohol consumption are more readily perceived.
On the other hand, chemically intolerant individ-
uals rarely report alcohol intolerance to physi-
cians, unless asked. Even if they did tell
physicians that beer or wine bothered them,
most doctors would say that it was best for them
not to drink, allowing this key observation to slip
by.

Tobacco
Nearly three-quarters of the veterans who had
used tobacco reported new intolerances for to-
bacco products since the Gulf War. Smoking one
additional cigarette beyond their usual or bor-
rowing someone else’s stronger cigarette brand,
precipitates headaches, lightheadedness, blurred
vision, dizziness, spaciness, sore throat, burning
eyes, shortness of breath, gagging, coughing,
choking sensation, head buzzing, nervousness,
irritability, nasal congestion, sinus irritation,
chest tightness, nausea or vomiting. Some have
switched to lighter brands because their former
brands suddenly seemed too strong.

One veteran told me that he had quit smoking
“cold turkey” 2 months before deployment to
the Gulf and had experienced no dif!culty. Dur-
ing the war, he resumed smoking. After return-
ing home he again tried to quit, but this time
became so irritable and edgy that his wife
avoided him and he could not kick the habit.
This same veteran said he no longer tolerates
vehicle exhaust, pesticides, bleaches, phenolic
disinfectants, paint thinner and perfume, which
trigger lightheadedness, headaches and nausea.
He also feels inebriated and stumbles after drink-
ing a small amount of alcohol and experiences

intense cravings for chocolate. All these prob-
lems developed since the war.

Drugs
Forty per cent of the veterans who had taken
medications since the war had experienced ad-
verse reactions. One reported "u-like symptoms
lasting several days after each of two metha-
choline inhalation challenges he underwent.
After a steroid injection one veteran became
irritable and irrational, yelling at others, ate
ravenously and deliberately hit a saw blade with
his hand. Another attributed a 20-lb weight gain
to "uoxetime, hair loss to terfenadine and
arrhythmias to a dental anesthetic. Another ex-
perienced chest tightness and chills with radio-
graphic contrast dye, severe headaches from
acetaminophen with codeine and elevated liver
function tests after taking piroxicam. Individuals
who occasionally took decongestant tablets prior
to the war with no dif!culty whatsoever now !nd
these same drugs leave them feeling “strung
out”, “wired”, “freaked out” or “hyper”. Some
have experienced insomnia or chest pain for
several days after taking a single decongestant
pill. Veterans who had taken antidepressants de-
scribed panic attacks, nausea, increased
heartrate, nervousness, "oating feelings and
sleepiness with these drugs. Some responded to
usual doses of medications as though they were
overdoses, e.g. headaches and vomiting with
therapeutic levels of theophylline; arrhythmias
with antidepressants; vomiting, diarrhea and de-
hydration after acetaminophen with codeine; and
seizures after glyburide. Many veterans reported
reacting to various skin contactants, including
skin adhesive tape and bandages, topical creams
or ointments, jewelry made of plastic or metal
including military identi!cation tags, soaps,
shampoos, new polyester uniforms, petroleum
jelly, wool socks, condoms, cosmetics, deodor-
ant, laundry soaps, fabric softeners and chlori-
nated spa water.

The responses of chemically intolerant indi-
viduals—their symptoms, withdrawals, cravings,
etc.—mirror those of drug addicts (Table 5, Fig.
1), with one clear difference: the exposures that
bother chemically intolerant individuals are rela-
tively low potency addictants. Some, such as foods,
are not considered addictants at all. The
question is, are drug addicts and chemically in-
tolerant individuals on opposite ends of an
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Table 5. Symptoms associated with chemical intolerance versus drug withdrawal (after O’Brien, 1996)

Chemical intolerance
symptoms Alcohol Benzodiazepines Nicotine Opiates Cocaine Caffeine

Anxiety, agitation 3 3 3 3
Appetite increased or 3

weight gain
Concentration dif!culties 3
Confusion 3
Cravings 3 3 3 3
Delirium, hallucinations 3 3
Diarrhea 3 3
Dizziness 3
Dysphoria, depressed 3 3 3

mood
Fatigue 3 3
Fever 3 3
Headaches 3
Heart rate decreased 3 3
Heart rate increased 3 3
Hypertension 3 3
Impatience, hostility 3
Muscle aches 3
Muscle cramps 3
Myoclonic jerks 3
Nausea, abdominal cramps 3 3 3
Paresthesias, odd 3

sensations
Perceptual distortion 3
Piloerection (“goose 3

"esh”)
Pupils dilated 3 3
Restlessness 3 3
Seizures 3 3
Sensitivity to light, sound 3

increased
Sensitivity to pain 3

increased
Sleep disturbance 3 3 3
Sleepiness 3 3
Sweating 3 3
Tremor, irritability 3 3 3
Vomiting 3
Yawning 3 3

addiction-abdiction continuum? In order to
compare drug addicts and chemically intolerant
individuals, we need to know what state the
patients are in—are they are masked or not? The
drug abuser, unmasked, may look just like the
chemically intolerant person. For example, Gulf
War veterans who formerly “drank their friends
under the table” before the war but now become
sick after one beer may have always been sensi-
tive to alcohol, but perhaps their intolerance was
masked by frequent imbibing (resulting in habit-
uation) and by responses to other triggers
(chemicals, foods, drugs). Did these individuals

become unmasked in the Gulf where alcohol was
less available? Another possibility is that chemi-
cal or drug exposures in the Gulf caused a break-
down in their prior natural tolerance for alcohol
and a host of other substances. Or perhaps both
of these occurred to varying degrees in different
individuals.

People addicted to one drug tend to addict to
others, including substances whose chemical struc-
tures and pharmacological actions differ, such as
alcohol, nicotine and caffeine. This sort of cross-
addiction seen among drug addicts mirrors the
“spreading phenomenon” (spreading of intoler-
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ances to chemically dissimilar agents) reported
by chemically intolerant patients. And there are
many other parallels between addiction and ab-
diction (Table 1). The fact that the same veteran
who became addicted to caffeine following the
war also became abdicted to fragrances, al-
coholic beverages, etc. suggests a shared under-
lying dynamic—TILT.

Challenges
Various economic interests have hindered re-
search on chemical intolerance. Some companies
with !nancial interests at stake hire physicians
and researchers as expert witnesses or sponsor
their own scienti!c symposia. Patients see this as
the tobacco wars all over again, this time involv-
ing not one industry but a host of industries,
including carpet and rug manufacturers, fra-
grance manufacturers, pesticide producers,
building owners’ associations, etc.

There is little economic incentive to look fur-
ther into the condition. Researchers !nd scant
funding opportunities in this realm. In the
United States, medical research support comes
from government sources, e.g. NIH, and phar-
maceutical manufacturers, neither of which can
be expected to invest heavily in an illness whose
very existence remains in question. Pharmaceuti-
cal companies are often owned by chemical cor-
porations whose products patients may have
blamed for causing their illness. Even if this were

not the case, one could hardly expect drug com-
panies to support research to help people who
have trouble tolerating medications.

As for Gulf War veterans, at the present time
the different specialists they see assign different
labels to their symptoms: a rheumatologist ob-
serving diffuse muscle pain diagnoses myalgias; a
neurologist hearing head pain and nausea diag-
noses migraine headaches; a pulmonologist
!nding airway reactivity diagnoses asthma; a psy-
chiatrist seeing chronic malaise diagnoses de-
pression; a gastroenterologist noting GI
complaints diagnoses irritable bowel syndrome.
Most veterans have symptoms involving several
organ systems simultaneously. For these veterans
there continues to be no unifying diagnosis, no
known etiology and no single identi!able disease
process. Notably, this is not the !rst time doctors
have found themselves baf"ed by wartime dis-
ease. During the Civil War, doctors were faced
with a similarly mysterious “syndrome” charac-
terized by fever. Hundreds of thousands of sol-
diers died. The doctors did what good
epidemiologists do today. They classi!ed the
cases. Since the hallmark symptom was fever,
they classi!ed the cases by fever type—remittent,
intermittent or relapsing. In doing so, they
naively lumped together dozens of unrelated ill-
nesses—everything from typhus and typhoid to
malaria and tuberculosis (Sartin, 1993). Who
would have dreamed it—this germ theory of
disease? This war going on between invisible

Figure 6. Use of an environmental medical unit (EMU) in the evaluation of health effects from low level chemical
exposures. The !gure illustrates stages in the evaluation of a patient in an EMU. At the left, prior to entering the EMU,
a patient is experiencing overlapping symptoms in response to everyday exposures and is unable to discern the effects of any
particular exposure. Background symptom “noise” is high and, to the patient, symptoms seem to wax and wane

unpredictably over time.

(1) With entry into the EMU and the avoidance of all chemical, food, and drug triggers simultaneously, remission of
symptoms should begin. During the !rst few days of “withdrawal”, irritability, headaches and depression are expected
complaints. Within a week, the individual should be at a clean baseline and ready for challenge testing.

(2) Following a chemical, food or drug trigger challenge, the patient should report a speci!c constellation of symptoms.
(3) When the challenge ends, patients should gradually return to baseline and be free of symptoms.
(4) If the individual is re-challenged with the same substance 4–7 days after the !rst challenge, the same constellation of

symptoms should occur. Challenges involving unrelated chemicals or foods may take place in the interim.
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Figure 7. Conditions that may have their origins in TILT.

invaders and the body’s immune defenses, with
the only outward sign being—literally—the heat
of battle.

Is it possible that we are facing the same
situation with the Gulf War veterans, only this
time the hallmark symptom is not fever, but the
newly acquired intolerances these veterans are
experiencing?

TILT may be the key to understanding these
illnesses. It does not appear to matter which
exposure caused the breakdown in tolerance—be
it pesticides, solvents, smoke from the oil !res or
pyridostigmine bromide pills; those substances
have long since left veterans’ bodies. It is the
aftermath of these exposures, the new-onset in-
tolerances to low-level chemical exposures,
which appear to be perpetuating their symptoms.
In some cases, it may be dif!cult to sort out
individual intolerances or triggers because of
masking, the confusion of overlapping symptoms
that results when individuals are responding to
many everyday exposures.

The confusion clears when the underlying
paradigm is understood, and questions that
could not be answered are answered:

· For example, why is there no generally ac-
cepted case de!nition? The diverse symptoms
these patients report have thwarted any such
case de!nition attempts, which is to be ex-
pected if one is dealing with an entirely new
class of diseases, paralleling other disease
classes such as infectious diseases or immuno-
logical diseases.

· Or, how can structurally unrelated chemicals
trigger symptoms, an observation that runs
counter to toxicology and allergy, as currently
understood? If what we are dealing with is a
new general disease mechanism, then diverse
chemical agents might act as initiators, just as
diverse pathogens cause infection and fever.

TILT also explains:

· Why affected individuals might remain sick
years after their initial exposure—as a conse-
quence of subsequent triggering by everyday
exposures.

· Why symptoms wax and wane in a bewildering
manner—the result of exposures and masking
that vary over time.
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Figure 8. Relationship between TILT, addiction and abdiction. Prior to TILT, an individual responds normally to an
exposure, e.g. caffeine or a solvent, with minimal stimulatory or withdrawal effects. Following TILT, i.e. after a major chemical
exposure, responses are ampli!ed. Thereafter, an affected individual avoids unpleasant withdrawal symptoms, either by

avoiding the substance altogether (abdiction) or consuming it regularly (addiction).

· Why researchers have been unable to isolate a
single culprit exposure underlying Gulf War
“Syndrome”—a wide variety of exposures,
alone or in combination, appear to initiate
TILT, with individual susceptibility and past
exposures (including addictants) playing a
role.

What is to be derived from all this? That these
people are chemically intolerant and those peo-
ple are addicted, but that sometimes the two
conditions seem to coexist in the same individ-
ual? Perhaps these two phenomena—addiction
and abdiction—are simply different manifesta-
tions of the same underlying disease process, one
that is mostly masked in the case of addiction,
and unmasked in the case of abdiction (Fig. 8).

Could the same chemical exposures that ini-
tiate TILT resulting in chemical intolerance also
give rise to food, drug, alcohol and caffeine
intolerances and addictions? If so, affected indi-
viduals might become addicted to some sub-

stances and abdicted to others—all in an effort to
avoid withdrawal symptoms. On the surface, ad-
diction and abdiction appear to be opposite be-
haviors; in truth, what we see may depend on
whether the person is masked. Maybe what we
are dealing with are not polar phenomena after
all, but rather two related symptomatologies
which, when brought into apposition, offer a
glimpse of the paradigm hidden within.

Notes
[1] “Toxicant-induced loss of tolerance” describes a

breakdown in prior natural or innate tolerance,
like a diabetic’s loss of tolerance for sugar. When
addictionologists use the term “tolerance” they
mean “acquired tolerance”, as in an addict follow-
ing repeated drug use. In this paper, the term
“tolerance” refers to “natural tolerance”, and
“habituation” is used in lieu of “acquired toler-
ance” to describe the diminished effect of an agent
on a host following repeated administration. Sem-
antics in this realm are dif!cult, a frequent prob-
lem for new paradigms. Addictionologists use the
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term “sensitization” to describe an individual’s
heightened responses following repeated exposure
to a drug. Allergists, on the other hand, object to
using “sensitization” in this manner because there
is no evidence that heightened responses to most
chemicals are immune-mediated. Instead, aller-
gists invoke the term “intolerance” for non-im-
munological adverse responses. In describing
TILT, the terms “tolerance” and “loss of toler-
ance” are preferred for several reasons: (1) most
physicians and lay persons readily grasp the con-
cept, making new terminology unnecessary; (2)
the body’s natural ability to tolerate a wide variety
of environmental exposures is what appears to be
lost; and (3) there is no other readily recognizable
term to convey this concept.

[2] There is no widely accepted case de!nition for
multiple chemical intolerance, primarily because
patients’ symptoms are so diverse. Proposed case
de!nitions for the condition (summarized in Ash-
ford & Miller, 1998) embody similar criteria:
chronic, multi-system symptoms triggered by di-
verse, low-level chemical exposures, with symp-
toms resolving when exposures are avoided.
Bartha et al. (1999) propose six “consensus cri-
teria” based upon a survey of 89 clinicians and
researchers familiar with, but having divergent
views of, the illness (Nethercott et al., 1993): (1) a
chronic condition (2) with symptoms that recur
reproducibly (3) in response to low levels of ex-
posure, (4) to multiple unrelated chemicals and
(5) improve or resolve when incitants are removed
(6) with symptoms that occur in multiple organ
systems. The authors urge that multiple chemical
intolerance be formally diagnosed in addition to any
other diagnosable disorders (e.g. migraine,
asthma, depression) in all patients in whom the
above six criteria are met and for whom “no single
other organic disorder … can account for all the signs
and symptoms …” [emphasis added].

[3] In recent years, ASHRAE fresh air requirements
for public and commercial spaces have been raised
to a minimum of 15 c.f.m. per occupant, 20 c.f.m.
in of!ces, because of health complaints associated
with the 5 c.f.m. recommendation (ASHRAE,
1999).
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Appendix/Glossary
Toxicant-induced loss of tolerance (TILT)
Proposed general mechanism or theory of disease in-
volving two stages: (1) initiation, i.e. loss of prior
natural tolerance resulting from acute or chronic
chemical exposure (pesticides, solvents, indoor air con-
taminants, etc.), followed by (2) triggering of symp-
toms by everyday chemical inhalants (traf!c exhaust,
fragrances), foods, drugs, and food/drug combinations
(alcohol, caffeine).

Triggering
The provocation of symptoms by a chemical, food, or

drug stimulus.

Volatile organic chemicals (VOCs)
Class of chemicals containing one or more carbon
atoms that are volatile at room temperature and nor-
mal atmospheric pressure. Sources can include clean-
ing agents, fragrances, tobacco smoke, building
materials and furnishings.
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Abstract 
Questo articolo cerca di chiarire la natura della sensibilità chimica proponendo una teoria sulla 

malattia che mette insieme osservazioni cliniche disparate associate alla patologia. La sensibilità 

alle sostanze chimiche sembra essere la conseguenza di un processo a due fasi: perdita di tolleranza 

in persone suscettibili, in seguito ad esposizioni a vari agenti tossici, e successivo innesco dei 

sintomi con quantità estremamente basse delle sostanze chimiche prima tollerate, come farmaci, 

alimenti, e combinazioni di droghe, compresi caffeina ed alcool. Sebbene la sensibilità chimica 

possa essere la conseguenza di questo processo, un termine che può descrivere con maggiore 

chiarezza il processo osservato è “perdita di tolleranza causata da agenti tossici”. Le caratteristiche 

di questo meccanismo d’insorgenza ancora da dimostrare o di teoria di malattia, che interessano i 

progetti di studi sulle esposizioni umane, comprendono la natura stimolatoria e simile all’astinenza 

(simile all'assuefazione) dei sintomi riferiti dai pazienti e il mascheramento. Il mascheramento, che 

può attenuare o eliminare le reazioni alle provocazioni chimiche, sembra avere varie componenti: 

apposizione, che è la sovrapposizione degli effetti di esposizioni vicine nel tempo, a-

climatizzazione o abituazione, e assuefazione. Un numero di studi umani di provocazione in questo 

campo ha concluso che non esistesse una base fisiologica per la sensibilità chimica. Tuttavia questi 

studi hanno trascurato di considerare il ruolo del mascheramento. Per garantire reazioni attendibili e 

riproducibili alle provocazioni sarebbero necessari ulteriori studi in cui i soggetti fossero valutati in 

un’unità medica ad atmosfera controllata, cioè una struttura ospedaliera in cui le esposizioni 

chimiche circostanti siano ridotte al minimo livello possibile. Ci sono una serie di studi per 

determinare se esiste una relazione di causa tra esposizioni chimiche a bassi livelli e sintomi, 

usando un’unità medica ad atmosfera controllata. Environ Health Perspect 105(Suppl 2): 445-453 

(1997). 

Parole chiave: adattamento, sensibilità chimica, mascheramento, sensibilità chimica multipla, 

sensibilità , sensibilizzazione, tolleranza, dipendenza, abitudine. 

Quest'articolo è basato sulla presentazione alla Conference on Experimental Approaches to 

Chemical Sensitivity, tenutasi dal 20 al 22 settembre 1995 a Princeton, New Jersey. Manoscritto 

ricevuto da EHP il 6 marzo 1996; accettato il 6 settembre 1996. 
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Introduzione 

Osservazioni cliniche in Nord America (1-7) e in Europa (8) segnalano un gruppo in espansione di 

pazienti che riferiscono sensibilità a livelli straordinariamente bassi di sostanze chimiche 

ambientali. Questo fenomeno, denominato “sensibilità chimica” o “sensibilità chimica multipla”, 

pare svilupparsi de novo in alcuni individui in seguito ad esposizioni acute o croniche ad una larga 

varietà di agenti ambientali, compresi vari pesticidi, solventi, farmaci e contaminanti dell'aria nei 

cosiddetti edifici malati. Alcuni professionisti hanno attribuito alla sensibilità chimica un largo 

spettro di condizioni mediche croniche che coinvolgono tutti i sistemi d'organo, nessuno escluso 

(Figura 1) (4). 

Traduzione del testo della figura 1: 

ORECCHIO, NASO E GOLA: sinusite, polipi, acufeni, ricorrenti otiti 

NEUROPSICOLOGICI: MCS, Disturbo del Deficit dell’Attenzione Iperattivo (ADHD), 

depressione, depressione maniacale, emicrania e altre cefalee, convulsione 

CARDIOVASCOLARI: aritmia, ipotensione, ipertensione, fenomeno di Raynaud 

RESPIRATORI: asma, Sindrome della Disfunzione Reattiva delle Vie Aeree (RADS), 

Ipersensibilità Toulene Disocynate (TDI) 

GASTROENTERICO: intestino irritabile, reflusso 

TESSUTO CONNETTIVO/MUSCOLOSCHELETRICO: Fibromialgia, Sindrome del Tunnel 

Carpale, Sindrome di Disfunzione dell’articolazione Temporomandibolare (TMJ), Artrite, Lupus 

PELLE: Eczema, hyves, altri esantemi, eruzioni 

MISCELLANEO: Sindrome da Fatica Cronica, Sindrome da Trapianto, Sindrome della Guerra del 

Golfo 

mailto:millercs@uthscsa.edu


 
 

Figura 1. Alcune condizioni attribuite alla sensibilità chimica. 

Gli sforzi per formulare una definizione di caso per la sensibilità chimica, per identificare i 

biomarcatori pertinenti e per esplorare una varietà di meccanismi alla base della condizione sono 

progressivamente aumentati nell'ultimo decennio. Varie scuole di pensiero contrastanti si sono 

sviluppate in relazione ai meccanismi che ne stanno alla base, a partire da quella puramente 

psicologica fino a quella interamente fisiologica. Nel dibattito sulla sensibilità chimica esiste un 

profondo, ma poco conosciuto, dibattito scientifico sull'origine della malattia. Alcuni partecipanti a 

questo dibattito stanno sfidando le nozioni comunemente accettate sulle cause di molte patologie 

croniche. 

Questo articolo cerca di chiarire la natura della sensibilità chimica descrivendo un meccanismo 

generale che pare sottendere questi casi; propone una teoria della malattia basata su questo 

meccanismo generale; e offre una serie di postulati testabili per corroborare o rifiutare questa teoria. 

“Scienza” non significa “opinione” o “credenza”, ma significa "ipotesi e verifica", cioè formulare 

ipotesi e poi progettare esperimenti per verificarle. 

Terminologia 

Dal punto di vista fenomenologico la sensibilità chimica sembra svilupparsi in due fasi (3,4). La 

prima è la perdita di tolleranza (probabilmente, ma non necessariamente, dovuta alla 

sensibilizzazione) successiva ad esposizione acuta o cronica a vari agenti ambientali come pesticidi, 

solventi o aria inquinata in un edificio malato. La seconda è il conseguente scatenamento di sintomi 

causato da quantità estremamente basse di sostanze chimiche, farmaci, alimenti, e combinazioni di 

alimenti e droghe, in precedenza tollerati (Figura 2). Sebbene la sensibilità alle sostanze chimiche 

possa essere una delle conseguenze di questo processo a due fasi, la definizione di “sensibilità 

chimica” non descrive in modo appropriato il processo in questione. 



 
 

Figura 2. Fenomenologia della sensibilità chimica. 

La sensibilità chimica pare svilupparsi in due fasi: Fase 1- perdita di tolleranza specifica 

conseguente ad esposizione acuta o cronica a vari agenti ambientali quali pesticidi, solventi o aria 

inquinata in edificio malato; e Fase 2- conseguente l'innesco di sintomi causato da quantità 

estremamente basse di sostanze chimiche, farmaci, alimenti e combinazioni di alimenti e droghe, in 

precedenza tollerati (cioè gas di scarico degli autoveicoli, profumi, caffeina, alcool). I medici 

formulano diagnosi basate sui sintomi riferiti loro dai pazienti. A causa del mascheramento sia i 

medici che i pazienti possono non osservare che le esposizioni quotidiane a bassi livelli scatenano i 

sintomi. Talvolta, perfino quando questi agenti che innescano i sintomi vengono riconosciuti, il caso 

di un'esposizione iniziale che avvia la perdita di tolleranza specifica può passare inosservato o può 

non essere collegato dal medico o dal paziente alla malattia del paziente. 

Questo avviene per due ragioni principali. La prima è che, benché sensibilità chimica suoni 

certamente come un problema che reca disturbo, le parole non trasmettono la natura potenzialmente 

disabilitante della patologia e le sue supposte origini risalenti ad un’esposizione tossica. Alcuni 

ricercatori rifiutano recisamente l'uso della parola tossico in questo modo. Tuttavia numerosi 

ricercatori in diverse regioni hanno pubblicato descrizioni sorprendentemente simili di individui che 

riferiscono malattie invalidanti dopo l'esposizione a contaminanti ambientali riconosciuti, sebbene a 

livelli generalmente non considerati tossici (1,9-12). Eppure per questi individui l'esposizione 

sembra essere stata “tossica”. 

Paracelso sostenne appropriatamente che è la dose che fa il veleno. Tuttavia, poiché la nostra 

conoscenza si è accresciuta, è divenuto evidente che la dose + l'ospite fa il veleno (per esempio, 

molti anni di fumo più *-1-antitripsina carente). Ugualmente, nel caso della sensibilità chimica, non 

tutti coloro che sono esposti ad un edificio malato o ad una fuoriuscita di sostanze chimiche 

sviluppano una malattia cronica. Perciò si potrebbe concludere che la suscettibilità individuale, 

fisiologica o psicologica, debba avere un ruolo nel determinare chi si ammala. Il termine “sensibilità 

chimica” non esprime questa osservazione chiave per cui le esposizioni chimiche sembrano dare 

inizio al processo che si conclude con la sensibilità chimica. Questo fenomeno potrebbe 

rappresentare un nuovo tipo di tossicità. 

Il secondo problema con la denominazione “sensibilità chimica” è che essa indica che coloro che ne 

sono affetti diventano intolleranti alle esposizioni chimiche solo quando, di fatto, caffeina, bevande 

alcoliche, farmaci vari e alimenti, secondo quanto riportato, innescano i sintomi in questi individui 

una volta che il processo è stato iniziato (4,12-15). Per le ragioni suddette “sensibilità chimica” è 

una denominazione impropria per il processo in discussione. E' stata proposta una denominazione 

alternativa: “perdita di tolleranza causata da agenti tossici” (TILT) (16). Questa denominazione 



offre vari vantaggi. Il primo è che descrive il processo così come è stato osservato dai clinici e dai 

pazienti. Il secondo è che ammette la possibilità che vari agenti tossici possano dare inizio al 

processo. Il terzo è che non limita l'intolleranza alle sostanze chimiche. Infine, mette a fuoco il 

dibattito corrente sulla sensibilità chimica presentando una teoria che può essere sottoposta ad una 

verifica obiettiva. 

Storicamente teorie nuove sulle malattie nacquero quando i medici osservavano modelli di malattie 

che non si adattavano alle spiegazioni all'epoca accettate per le malattie, ad esempio la teoria delle 

patologie da germi o la teoria delle patologie immunitarie. Analogamente molte delle affezioni qui 

discusse non si conformano alle spiegazioni comunemente accettate per la malattia o la tossicità. Le 

obiezioni al concetto di sensibilità chimica hanno coinvolto i seguenti elementi: si è detto che 

troppe sostanze chimiche diverse causano la sensibilità chimica; i pazienti riferiscono troppi sintomi 

che coinvolgono tutti i sistemi d'organo, nessuno escluso; nessun meccanismo fisiologico 

conosciuto spiega la sensibilità chimica; nessun biomarcatore è stato identificato per la sensibilità 

chimica;A e l'evitamento totale delle sostanze chimiche non è praticabile. 

Le teorie sulle malattie cercano di spiegare cosa sta succedendo dentro il paziente (la "scatola nera") 

prima dell'evidenza della malattia, come illustrato in seguito: 

 

 

Una teoria di malattia è un meccanismo generale ancora da dimostrare per una classe o famiglia di 

malattie. Per la teoria delle patologie da germi le schede descrittive del meccanismo generale 

dell'infezione apparirebbero simili a questa: 

 

 

Notare che: molti diversi tipi di germi causano reazioni; esistono diverse reazioni che coinvolgono 

tutti i sistemi d'organo, nessuno escluso (pelle, sistema respiratorio, sistema gastrointestinale); i 

meccanismi specifici variano molto - per esempio il colera contro l'AIDS, contro il fuoco di 

Sant'Antonio; non c'è un unico biomarcatore - l'identificazione dei germi specifici richiese anni; e la 

prevenzione (evitamento, antisettici, misure igienico-sanitarie, uso dei guanti) precedette la 

conoscenza del meccanismo specifico. 

Per la teoria delle patologie immunitarie le schede potrebbero apparire così: 



 
 

Qui, proprio come nella teoria delle patologie da germi: molti tipi diversi di antigeni causano 

reazioni; esistono molte risposte differenti che coinvolgono tutti i sistemi d'organo, nessuno escluso 

(pelle, sistema respiratorio, sistema gastrointestinale); i meccanismi specifici variano grandemente - 

per esempio, dermatite da toxicodendron contro rinite allergica contro malattia da siero, non c'é un 

unico biomarcatore- l'identificazione degli anticorpi specifici richiese anni; e la prevenzione 

(evitamento, dosi d’immunizzanti per l'allergia) precedette la conoscenza del meccanismo specifico. 

Per la perdita di tolleranza causata da agenti tossici le schede potrebbero apparire così: 

 
 

Per la perdita di tolleranza causata da agenti tossici, così come per la teoria delle patologie da germi 

e per la teoria delle patologie immunitarie: molti tipi differenti di sostanze chimiche possono 

causare reazioni; possono esistere molte reazioni differenti che coinvolgono tutti i sistemi d'organo, 

nessuno escluso; i meccanismi specifici possono variare molto; è concepibile che non ci sia un 

singolo biomarcatore per la reazione - l'identificazione dei biomarcatori potrebbe richiedere anni; e 

la prevenzione (evitamento degli agenti che danno inizio alla malattia) potrebbe precedere la 

conoscenza del meccanismo specifico. 

Benché il concetto di perdita di tolleranza possa suonare vago, di fatto non lo è. Ciò che questi 

individui riferiscono è la perdita di specifica tolleranza a particolari sostanze chimiche, alimenti e 

farmaci (16). Si noti che questa teoria non esclude la possibilità che la perdita di tolleranza causata 

da agenti tossici possa trasformarsi in un tipo speciale di tossicità o in una variante della teoria delle 

patologie immunitarie proprio come l'allergia e l'ipersensibilità di tipo ritardato sono casi speciali 

che ricadono sotto la classificazione generale di disturbi immunologici. La conseguenza della 

concezione di TILT come una teoria di malattia costituirebbe un salto di prospettiva da sensibilità 

chimica come sindrome da sensibilità chimica, ora TILT, come classe di malattie parallela alle 

malattie infettive o immunologiche. Molti sforzi sono stati rivolti allo sviluppo di una definizione di 

caso per la sensibilità chimica, con una singolare mancanza di successo. Questa mancanza di 

successo non dovrebbe sorprendere se di fatto TILT rappresentasse una nuova classe o famiglia di 

disturbi. Certamente non sarebbe possibile sviluppare una definizione di singolo caso clinico che 

includesse tutte le malattie infettive o immunologiche. 



Compaiono raramente teorie di malattie che resistono ad un esame critico scientifico. Il secolo 

scorso è stato testimone dell'inculcazione della teoria sulle patologie da germi e delle patologie 

immunitarie nella pratica medica. Equiparare la perdita di tolleranza causata da agenti tossici con 

l'una o con l'altra di queste teorie, che sono state entrambe ampiamente confermate, sarebbe 

prematuro e presuntuoso. D'altra parte, la perdita di tolleranza causata da agenti tossici ha certi 

marchi distintivi di una teoria emergente di patologia, comprese le violente dispute tra i 

professionisti che se ne occupano. 

Caratteristiche della TILT relativamente ai test 

Com’è stato descritto da molti ricercatori, questo fenomeno appare consistere in un processo a due 

fasi. A causa di preoccupazioni di carattere etico, il primo stadio (iniziazione) è più difficile da 

modellare negli umani del secondo stadio (innesco). In definitiva studi epidemiologici e modelli 

animali potrebbero spiegare la prima fase. Per fortuna la seconda fase si presta meglio ad essere 

testata mediante provocazioni umane dirette, una forma potente d’evidenza scientifica. Tuttavia, nel 

progetto degli studi umani di provocazione in questo campo, alcune osservazioni cliniche chiave 

devono essere tenute da conto. La prima è che lo schema bifasico generalmente riferito, stimolatorio 

e simile – ad - astinenza dei sintomi dei pazienti, particolarmente quei sintomi che coinvolgono il 

sistema nervoso centrale, deve essere compreso per realizzare test di provocazione significativi su 

questi pazienti. La seconda è che un fenomeno connesso, chiamato “mascheramento” (che sarà 

descritto in seguito), può nascondere le reazioni alle provocazioni chimiche a bassi livelli e perciò 

dovrebbe essere ridotto al minimo prima dei test. Controllare il mascheramento può essere analogo 

al controllo del rumore di fondo negli studi sul suono. 

Le sezioni che seguono discuteranno queste caratteristiche cliniche, il loro inserimento nei progetti 

sperimentali e come l'incapacità di attenersi a ciò potrebbe minacciare l'esito delle ricerche. 

Sintomi di stimolazione e sintomi d’astinenza 

Randolph descrisse per primo il decorso temporale delle reazioni di questi individui alle sostanze 

chimiche e agli alimenti (17). Egli riferì paragoni impressionanti tra i loro sintomi e quelli della 

dipendenza da alcool e da droga. Randolph considerava la dipendenza da alimenti e da caffeina 

esibita dai suoi pazienti come gli ultimi stadi di dipendenza, che andava dagli alimenti a 

combinazioni di alimenti, droghe come caffeina e alcool nei gradi più bassi, fino a nicotina e altre 

droghe naturali o di derivazione sintetica (14). 

I pazienti chimicamente sensibili assomigliano ai tossicodipendenti nel fatto che entrambi 

riferiscono spesso sintomi d’astinenza intensi, ardenti e debilitanti. Tuttavia le reazioni dei pazienti 

chimicamente sensibili non sono fondamentalmente reazioni alle droghe. Questi individui 

riferiscono più comunemente assuefazione alla caffeina o a certi alimenti. Mentre i 

tossicodipendenti manifestano comportamenti ad-dicted (dal latino ad "verso" + dicare 

"proclamare"), i pazienti chimicamente sensibili reagiscono come se fossero ab-dicted (dal latino ab 

"via da" + dicare "proclamare") ed evitano diligentemente le sostanze che le persone veramente 

assuefatte preferiscono, ivi comprese alcool, droghe e nicotina. 

I sintomi di stimolazione e di astinenza riferiti dai pazienti chimicamente sensibili sono spesso 

identici a quelli riferiti da persone normali esposte ad una quantità molto maggiore delle stesse 

sostanze. Per esempio, dopo aver bevuto una tazza di caffè, i pazienti chimicamente sensibili 

possono riferire di sentirsi iperattivi, irritabili, loquaci, nervosi, ansiosi o di provare sintomi simili al 

panico (fase stimolatoria). A distanza di ore o di giorni essi possono riferire sintomi di astinenza 

come fatica, sbadigli, confusione, indecisione, irritabilità, depressione, perdita di motivazione, 



visione offuscata, mal di testa, sintomi simili all'influenza, ondate di caldo o di freddo, o pesantezza 

nelle braccia e nelle gambe (fase di astinenza). Sintomi simili ricorrono durante l'astinenza da 

caffeina in alcuni consumatori di piccole o medie quantità di caffeina nella popolazione generale 

(18). Un gran numero di pazienti chimicamente sensibili e molti reduci della guerra del Golfo con 

malattie inspiegate riferiscono che una sorsata di una bevanda alcolica causa loro ebbrezza e/o 

postumi d’ubriachezza (12,15,19). Queste reazioni accresciute indicano che coloro che ne sono 

affetti hanno perso la loro precedente tolleranza naturale o innata a tali esposizioni. 

All'inizio della malattia, prima di eliminare la caffeina dalla loro dieta, molti pazienti chimicamente 

sensibili riferiscono di aver consumato cioccolato, caffè, te o cola da assuefatti, spesso in quantità 

molto elevate (15). Alcuni portavano in giro grandi contenitori di caffè o di tè ovunque andassero. 

Molti riferiscono di avere successivamente smesso di usare la caffeina e le xantine, generalmente su 

consiglio di un amico o di un medico, e di avere di conseguenza sperimentato vari giorni di intensi 

sintomi d’astinenza. Riferiscono frequentemente che, solo dopo aver eliminato tutte le xantine dalla 

dieta, sono stati in grado di distinguere gli effetti del consumo di una sola tazza di caffè o di una 

tavoletta di cioccolato. Molti riferiscono di essersi resi conto degli sgradevoli effetti della caffeina 

solo dopo aver tentato di eliminarla completamente o in parte. A questo proposito i pazienti 

chimicamente sensibili assomigliano a certi fumatori o alcolisti redenti che, dopo aver abbandonato 

le loro sostanze assuefacenti, riferiscono un'estrema sensibilità a quantità minime degli agenti 

assuefacenti. Termini come assuefazione, astinenza e disintossicazione sono disseminate nel 

vocabolario dei pazienti chimicamente sensibili. Un paziente descrisse la sua condizione come 

“l'abuso di droga senza nessun piacere”. Questi paragoni con l'assuefazione forniscono una 

prospettiva: possono aiutare a spiegare perché il meccanismo che sta alla base della sensibilità 

chimica è di difficile definizione e perché i biomarcatori si sono rivelati elusivi. 

Tavola 1- Caratteristiche della perdita di tolleranza causata da agenti chimici tossici comparate con 

caratteristiche di dipendenza, allergia e tossicità. 

 Caratteristica 
 Perdita di tolleranza da 

agenti chimici tossici 3  

 Dipendenza 

3 

Allergia 

3  

Tossicità 

3  

 Intolleranze 

chimiche/farmacologiche 
 +  +  +  + 

 Incidenti aerei ambientali   +    +  + 

 Intolleranze alimentari  +    +   

 Intolleranze all'alcool   +  +     

 Intolleranza alla caffeina  +  +     

 Sindrome da astinenza  +  +     

 Forte desiderio, binging 
 + 

(cibi) 

  + 

(farmaci) 
    

 Sensibilizzazione  +  
 

 +   

 Induzione da sostanze 

chimiche 
 +    +  + 

 Induzione da sostanze 

biologiche 
     +   

 Sintomi Multisistemici  +  +  +  + 

 Sintomatologia frequente del 

SNC 
 +  +    + 



 Meccanismo(i) ben delineati      +  + 

 Suscettibilità genetica  +  +  +  + 

 Rapporto tra dose e risposta  +   +  +  

 

Le categorie non sono pure e possono sovrapposi in certi casi, per esempio, aptenazione di una 

tossina può far iniziare una risposta immunologica; la tossicità nel cervello e nel fegato possono 

accompagnare la propensione per l’alcool. Le sostanze chimiche di peso molecolare basso possono 

combinarsi con le proteine del tessuto che producono aptene le quali evocano risposte immunitarie. 

Si verifica un rapporto tra dose - risposta agli allergeni. Con la prima sensibilizzazione in un 

individuo suscettibile, c’è un rapporto tra dose e risposta; con le esposizioni successive, la persona 

sensibilizzata risponde in proporzione anche a dosi più basse al di sotto del livello (20). 

Lo stesso genere di rapporto tra dose e risposta può ritenersi valido per la TILT, ma questo non è 

ancora stato esaminato. Individui chimicamente sensibili riportano sintomi gravi in modo crescente 

che durano più a lungo nelle situazione d’esposizione, una osservazione che suggerisce una 

relazione nel rapporto tra dose e risposta. 

Riassumendo, l'assuefazione alla droga e la TILT condividono un certo numero di caratteristiche. 

La TILT ha anche caratteristiche che fanno pensare all’intossicazione e all'allergia (Tavola 1). 

Tuttavia è la sua somiglianza con l'assuefazione che forse è più impressionante e che è sfuggita 

all'attenzione di molti medici e ricercatori. 

Il mascheramento 

Supponete che la TILT sia un meccanismo che sta alla base di certi casi di fatica cronica, emicrania, 

asma o depressione. Allora sarebbe ragionevole chiedersi perché i pazienti che provano questi 

sintomi non riferiscano anche intolleranze chimiche. Di fatto alcuni pazienti, ma non tutti, le 

riferiscono (21,22). Molti pazienti chimicamente sensibili, con queste stesse diagnosi, riferiscono 

che non lo erano finché accidentalmente o intenzionalmente non evitarono un numero sufficiente 

degli elementi che provocavano i loro problemi e notarono di sentirsi meglio. Poi, quando 

rincontravano uno di questi elementi stimolanti, si verificavano forti sintomi. Dopo aver ripetuto 

questo processo continuo di evitamento e riesposizione, notarono che particolari sintomi si 

verificavano con particolari esposizioni. Molti indicarono che, se non avessero evitato molte 

sostanze chimiche e alimenti contemporaneamente, o smascherato se stessi, non avrebbero potuto 

determinare cosa li faceva ammalare. 

“Mascheramento” e “smascheramento” sono termini coloriti che non hanno equivalenti scientifici. 

Ciononostante, l'abilità dei ricercatori nel capire il mascheramento e lo smascheramento e di gestire 

queste variabili in modo intelligente può determinare il successo degli studi in questo campo. 

Quando i pazienti chimicamente sensibili seguono una dieta priva degli alimenti per loro 

problematici e vivono in una casa relativamente priva di chimica sulle colline del Texas centrale, 

dove non ci sono grandi produzioni agricole o industriali o inquinanti atmosferici, dicono di essere 

in una condizione “smascherata”. In queste circostanze sostengono che, se un camion diesel passa 

accanto a loro, possono identificare i sintomi specifici causati dallo scarico del diesel, per esempio 

irritabilità, mal di testa o nausea. 

D'altro lato, i pazienti riferiscono che, quando essi sono in viaggio in una grande città come 

Houston o New York City, alloggiano in una stanza d’albergo e mangiano in un ristorante, 



diventano “mascherati”. In presenza di molte esposizioni simultanee (gas di scarico di autoveicoli, 

profumi, esalazioni volatili dall'interno degli edifici, vari alimenti) a New York City molti 

riferiscono di sentirsi malati in modo cronico, come se avessero l'influenza. Se un camion diesel 

passasse accanto a loro in queste circostanze, molti riferiscono che non sarebbero in grado di 

attribuire ai gas di scarico nessun sintomo particolare, a causa del “rumore di fondo” dei sintomi 

sovrapposti, che si manifestano come conseguenza di esposizioni concomitanti o successive. In 

teoria questo “rumore di fondo” o mascheramento nasconde gli effetti delle esposizioni individuali 

e le reazioni sono offuscate. 

Il mascheramento pare coinvolgere almeno tre componenti correlate, ognuna delle quali può 

interferire con le conseguenze delle provocazioni chimiche a bassi livelli su questi individui: 

acclimatizzazione, apposizione e assuefazione. Nella vita reale queste tre componenti agiscono 

probabilmente in modo simultaneo, benché qui vengano prese in considerazione singolarmente. 

 

Ci sono alcune note notazioni che devono essere utilizzate per contribuire a descrivere queste 

componenti. Nella letteratura sulla dipendenza, le reazioni alle droghe che danno assuefazione sono 

spesso illustrate graficamente usando una curva bifasica o curva sinusoidale (Figura 3). La porzione 

della curva sinusoidale sopra l'asse orizzontale rappresenta i sintomi dell'inizio dell'esposizione, 

spesso definiti sintomi stimolatori; la porzione sotto l'asse orizzontale rappresenta i sintomi della 

compensazione o cessazione dell'esposizione, a cui spesso ci si riferisce come sintomi d’astinenza. 

L'altezza o l'ampiezza della curva sinusoidale in entrambe le direzioni è proporzionale alla gravità 

della risposta. Per persone non sensibili ad una particolare sostanza la curva sarà una linea piatta 

con ampiezza zero in entrambe le direzioni. La lunghezza della curva bifasica rappresenta la durata 

dei sintomi che seguono un'esposizione, variabile, secondo quanto riportato, da qualche minuto a 

diversi giorni, a seconda dell'esposizione e dell'individuo. Naturalmente la natura specifica dei 

sintomi varia da un soggetto sensibile all'altro e da sostanza a sostanza. 

 

 
 

Figura 3. Rappresentazione grafica della progressione dei sintomi successiva ad un'esposizione ad 

un singola sostanza in una persona sensibile a quella sostanza (per es.: caffeina, un solvente, alcool, 

nicotina). La porzione della curva bifasica sopra la linea rappresenta i sintomi all'inizio 

dell'esposizione (sintomi di stimolazione) e la porzione della curva sotto la linea rappresenta i 

sintomi della compensazione dell'esposizione (sintomi d’astinenza). L'ampiezza è proporzionale 

alla gravità dei sintomi. La lunghezza della curva (durata dei sintomi) può variare da minuti a 

giorni. 

Supponete che i ricercatori desiderino esaminare un soggetto ipoteticamente sensibile esponendolo 

ad una bassa concentrazione di xilene. Lo xilene è un comune contaminante dell'aria interna agli 

edifici ed è un componente della miscela Molhave (23) che è stata usata negli studi umani di 

provocazione con inalazione. In che modo i ricercatori garantirebbero che i loro soggetti sono non 

“mascherati” (in una vera condizione di partenza) prima della provocazione? Dovrebbero essere 

prese in considerazione e controllate le seguenti componenti del mascheramento: 



Acclimatazione. Per gran parte della popolazione in presenza di esposizioni continue o ripetute a 

molti fattori di stress ambientali interviene un adattamento. Cioè i sintomi diminuiscono mentre 

l'esposizione continua. Anche i sintomi dei pazienti chimicamente sensibili diminuiscono con la 

continuazione dell'esposizione: tuttavia quando l'esposizione cessa questi individui spesso 

riferiscono che molti sintomi diminuiscono. Perciò quello che essi descrivono è più simile 

all'abituazione che all'adattamento. Supponete poi che il soggetto che viene provocato con lo xilene 

lavori in un edificio malato, in cui è quotidianamente e regolarmente esposto a bassi livelli di 

xilene. Somministrare un'esposizione di prova di xilene sotto la soglia dell'odore (0.62 ppm ) (24) 

può produrre effetti piccoli o nulli nel soggetto, se egli ha lavorato nello stesso edificio nella 

settimana precedente (Figura 4). D'altro lato, se egli ha evitato l'edificio e tutte le altre fonti di 

xilene per 4 -7 giorni prima del test, si potrebbe prevedere una reazione più robusta alla 

provocazione con xilene. 

 

Figura 4. Rappresentazione grafica dell'acclimatazione. La gravità dei sintomi decresce con 

ripetute esposizioni ravvicinate (per inalazione o per ingestione) alla stessa sostanza. 

L'acclimatazione non è equivalente all'adattamento, poiché i pazienti riferiscono sintomi d’astinenza 

dopo che l'esposizione è cessata; concettualmente l'acclimatazione somiglia di più, in questo caso, 

all'abituazione. Cosi, la reazione di un soggetto sensibile ad una provocazione può variare 

grandemente in intensità, da nessuna a massima, a seconda di quanto recentemente quella persona 

sia stata esposta alla sostanza test o ad una sostanza connessa dal punto di vista chimico. Se è 

trascorso un periodo di tempo insufficiente, per esempio meno di 4 giorni, la provocazione può dare 

un responso falso negativo, come conseguenza dell'abituazione. Se è passato troppo tempo, per 

esempio settimane o mesi, la sensibilità può essere diminuita. 

Apposizione. Supponete ora che il soggetto della ricerca sia sensibile a molteplici sostanze. Nel 

giorno in cui è fissato il suo test di provocazione, si alza al mattino, usa qualche sapone profumato o 

spray per capelli, cucina la colazione su di un fornello a gas e guida la sua automobile attraverso un 

traffico intenso per raggiungere il laboratorio. All'interno dell'edificio del laboratorio sale su di un 

ascensore dove è esposto a persone che hanno vari profumi. Se egli fosse sensibile a diverse di 

queste esposizioni, le sue reazioni potrebbero sovrapporsi nel tempo. Tali reazioni possono durare, 

secondo quanto riportato, per ore o per giorni. Se questo è vero, potrebbero permanere durante una 

provocazione con placebo, dando come risultato un responso falso positivo. Perciò l'apposizione o 

giustapposizione degli effetti di esposizioni ravvicinate è la seconda componente del 

mascheramento che deve essere controllata prima e durante gli studi di provocazione (Figura 5). 



  

 

Figura 5. Rappresentazione grafica dell'apposizione. Se un individuo è sensibile a molte sostanze 

diverse, gli effetti delle esposizioni quotidiane a sostanze chimiche, alimenti o droghe possono 

sovrapporsi nel tempo. Questa apposizione degli effetti potrebbe condurre un individuo a sentirsi 

malato per la maggior parte del tempo; tuttavia né l'individuo né il suo medico noterebbero gli 

effetti di ogni singola esposizione. L'apposizione tende a mascherare l'effetto d’interesse (linee 

intere) pressappoco nello stesso modo in cui il rumore di fondo maschera il suono che interessa. 

Assuefazione. Molti dei sintomi riferiti dai pazienti chimicamente sensibili rispecchiano quelli che 

sono comunemente associati all'assuefazione. L'assuefazione può essere una componente del 

mascheramento. Gli individui assuefatti programmano consciamente o inconsciamente la successiva 

"botta", come per anticipare i sintomi d’astinenza (Figura 6), un fenomeno che ricorre 

nell’assuefazione da alcool, tabacco e caffeina. L'assuefazione da cibo è, tuttavia, riferita anche tra i 

pazienti chimicamente sensibili. Randolph descrisse il grano, le uova, il latte e il mais come le 

sostanze che davano più assuefazione tra i suoi pazienti (14,17). Questi individui riferiscono spesso 

di brame intense e consumano quantità sorprendenti di cibo, per esempio una libbra di cioccolato, 

vari sacchetti di pop corn, una dozzina di frittelle, o 30 tazze di caffè in un giorno. I pazienti molto 

spesso riferiscono questo tipo di consumo dipendente nella prima fase della malattia, prima che essi 

si addestrino ad evitare le esposizioni dannose. 

 

Figura 6. Rappresentazione grafica dell'assuefazione. Una persona sensibile che è assuefatta alla 

caffeina, all'alcool, alla nicotina o ad un'altra sostanza può deliberatamente assumere tale sostanza 

ad intervalli frequenti, distanziati con cura per evitare gli spiacevoli sintomi d’astinenza. Tali 

esposizioni possono anche mascherare l'effetto d’interesse (per esempio: un test di provocazione 

con xilene). Gli alimenti possono contenere costituenti bioattivi come tiramina, glutammato 

monosodico e oppiacei. Può darsi che le persone che fanno uso abitualmente di tabacco, caffeina, 

alcool o alimenti che contengono sostanze bioattive debbano evitare queste sostanze prima del test 

perché gli effetti farmacologici di questi agenti potrebbero sovrapporsi o mascherare l'effetto di una 

provocazione sperimentale. L'incapacità di eliminare le sostanze assuefacenti prima del test 

potrebbe avere come risultato delle provocazioni false-positive a causa di sintomi perduranti 

provocati da una sostanza assuefacente usata nelle ore o nei giorni precedenti una provocazione con 



placebo, o provocazioni falso-negative a causa del mascheramento agito da una sostanza 

assuefacente. 

Verifica della teoria della TILT 

Dopo che la teoria delle patologie da germi fu introdotta negli ultimi anni dell'Ottocento, molti 

ricercatori eccessivamente entusiastici, che erano incauti nelle loro tecniche batteriologiche, 

annunciarono di aver scoperto le cause della tubercolosi, della febbre gialla, e di altre malattie. 

Queste affermazioni e le successive smentite divennero così frequenti che nel 1884 il presidente 

della New York Academy of Medicine lamentava che la “batterio-mania” avesse travolto la 

professione medica (25). Per prevenire simili pseudo-scoperte future, Robert Koch, che identificò 

l'organismo responsabile della tubercolosi, dell'antrace e del colera, propose una serie di regole per 

la verifica eziologica. I suoi postulati richiesero che: il microbo fosse presente in ognuno dei casi 

della malattia; doveva essere isolato in pura coltura; l'inoculazione della coltura in un animale sano 

doveva riprodurre la malattia; e il microbo doveva essere recuperabile dall'animale inoculato e 

doveva essere in grado di svilupparsi ancora. 

 

 

Figura 7. Rappresentazione grafica che descrive la verifica dei postulati per la perdita di tolleranza 

causata da agenti tossici, utilizzando una unità medica ad atmosfera controllata. Nella parte sinistra 

della figura un individuo chimicamente sensibile sta sperimentando sintomi in reazione ad 

esposizioni multiple (sostanze chimiche, alimenti, droghe) prima di entrare nell'unità medica ad 

atmosfera controllata. Gli effetti si sovrappongono nel tempo. L'effetto di ogni particolare 

esposizione non può essere distinto dagli effetti delle altre esposizioni e può sembrare che i sintomi 

della persona crescano e diminuiscano in modo non prevedibile in anticipo. 

Postulato 1- Quando tutti gli stimolanti chimici, alimentari e stupefacenti sono evitati 

simultaneamente, si verifica una remissione dei sintomi. Aneddoticamente pazienti riferiscono di 

attraversare un'astinenza o disintossicazione per i primi giorni, durante i quali essi sperimentano 

sintomi come aumento dell'irritabilità, mal di testa e depressione. Dopo alcuni giorni, da 4 a 7, molti 

riferiscono di sentirsi meglio e sono teoricamente in una condizione di base pulita. 

Postulato 2- Una specifica costellazione di sintomi ricorre con la reintroduzione di uno stimolo. 

Postulato 3- I sintomi si risolvono quando lo stimolo è di nuovo evitato. 

Postulato 4- La riesposizione allo stesso stimolo, entro un’appropriata finestra temporale (stimata 

intorno a 4-7 giorni), produce gli stessi sintomi. Per scopi di ricerca le provocazioni dovrebbero 

essere condotte in doppio cieco, con controllo del placebo. Proprio come la “batterio-mania” 

travolse la professione medica nel decennio 1880, la “chemiomania” è imputata di sommergerla 

oggi. La sensibilità chimica necessita di una serie di postulati per garantire che le future 

determinazioni causali abbiano un fondamento scientifico. Segue una serie di postulati che, se 



rispettati, confermerebbero (e se non rispettati smentirebbero) che i sintomi di una persona siano 

causati da una particolare sostanza: 

Quando un soggetto evita contemporaneamente tutti gli stimoli chimici, alimentari e stupefacenti, si 

realizza la remissione dei sintomi (smascheramento). 

Una specifica costellazione di sintomi ricorre con la reintroduzione di un particolare stimolo. 

I sintomi si risolvono quando lo stimolo è nuovamente evitato. 

Con la riesposizione allo stesso stimolo, la stessa costellazione di sintomi ricorre, a condizione che 

la provocazione sia condotta entro un’appropriata finestra temporale. Osservazioni cliniche 

indicano che una finestra ideale è di 4-7 giorni dopo l'ultima esposizione allo stimolo del test. Per 

applicare questi postulati (illustrati nella figura 7) la tempistica delle esposizioni e il grado di 

mascheramento dovrebbero essere rigorosamente controllati. Per ottenere ciò è necessaria 

un'attrezzatura di ricerca clinica con base ospedaliera, una EMU (evironmental medical unit) per 

isolare i soggetti dalle esposizioni circostanti (Figura 8) (3,5,15,16,26). La EMU dovrebbe essere 

costruita, ammobiliata e fatta funzionare per minimizzare le esposizioni a elementi chimici aerei. 

Per esempio non deve essere ammesso nell'unità alcun disinfettante, profumo o insetticida. La 

ventilazione dovrebbe aumentare al massimo grado l'aria fresca esterna e fornire un filtraggio 

ottimale del particolato e dei gas. I pazienti dovrebbero alimentarsi con cibo e acqua privi di 

contaminanti chimici, testando un cibo a pasto per determinare gli effetti di specifici cibi. Se i 

sintomi persistessero nonostante questo approccio, dovrebbe essere tentato un digiuno di qualche 

giorno prima di reintrodurre i singoli alimenti. 

Il fondamento razionale nell'alloggiare i soggetti in una struttura controllata dal punto di vista 

ambientale per alcuni giorni prima delle provocazioni hanno due aspetti: evitare esposizioni 

estranee dei pazienti a sostanze inalate o ingerite, in modo che le reazioni ad esse non siano male 

interpretate come risposte positive, quando vengono somministrate le provocazioni placebo (falso-

positivo), e per minimizzare il mascheramento che potrebbe offuscare o eliminare le reazioni alle 

effettive provocazioni (falso-negativo). 

 

Figura 8. Schema progettuale preliminare della stanza di un paziente in una unità medica ad 

ambiente controllato. Notare l'uso di materiali da costruzione e mobili privi di emissioni nocive e il 

piano di controllo (televisione a circuito chiuso, segnalata). 



Benché le definizioni “camera di esposizione” e “unità ad ambiente controllato” sembrino simili, 

esse differiscono concettualmente per importanti aspetti legati alla sicurezza dei pazienti e al 

controllo delle esposizioni interferenti. 

Per definizione una EMU è in un ospedale dove i pazienti possono restare 24 ore al giorno in un 

ambiente sano, fino ad alcune settimane. Come un'unità di terapia intensiva o un'unità di terapia 

coronarica, la EMU sarebbe una struttura ospedaliera specializzata, dedicata. E' necessario che la 

EMU sia in un ospedale per ospitare pazienti molto malati, le camere di esposizione non offrono 

livelli di cura comparabili. Poiché le provocazioni chimiche possono far precipitare il bronco-

spasmo, la confusione mentale, le forti emicranie, la depressione e gli altri sintomi disabilitanti, 

questi pazienti non dovrebbero essere testati in una camera di esposizione ambulatoriale da esterni. 

Le camere di esposizione tradizionali non riducono le esposizioni chimiche ambientali per periodi 

prolungati (fino a diverse settimane) affinché gli effetti di una particolare provocazione su di un 

paziente possano essere valutati accuratamente. Questo è il limite maggiore delle camere di 

esposizione e la ragione per cui non dovrebbero essere usate per ammettere o per escludere la 

sensibilità chimica. Se il soggetto non viene tenuto in un ambiente sano per alcuni giorni prima e 

durante le provocazioni, si possono avere reazioni false positive a causa delle esposizioni 

interferenti e reazioni falso negative a causa del mascheramento. In contrapposizione alla camera di 

esposizione, la EMU ridurrebbe al minimo le esposizioni interferenti prima e durante le 

provocazioni, elevando al massimo grado l'attendibilità e la riproducibilità delle reazioni ai test. 

La disponibilità di una EMU consentirebbe ai medici di sottoporre una larga varietà di casi, in cui 

fosse sospettata una sensibilità ambientale, al reparto deputato alla valutazione definitiva. Se ci 

fosse un miglioramento, potrebbero essere reintrodotte una alla volta singole sostanze chimiche alle 

concentrazioni incontrate nella normale vita quotidiana, così come singoli alimenti, mentre 

sarebbero osservati gli effetti di ogni introduzione. Così la EMU sarebbe uno strumento per 

determinare nella maniera più diretta e definitiva possibile se la sensibilità chimica esiste. Studiare 

pazienti con patologie complicate come la Sindrome da fatica cronica o la Sindrome della Guerra 

del Golfo in una camera di esposizione tradizionale non fornirebbe le stesse informazioni, poiché le 

camere consentono solo permanenze a breve termine, non controllano l'intera gamma dei 

contaminanti ambientali e forniscono una separazione inadeguata dalle esposizioni ambientali che 

precedono le provocazioni. 

Un’analogia può contribuire ad illustrare l'importanza del controllo delle esposizioni per periodi 

prolungati prima della provocazione. Se qualcuno volesse stabilire se le emicranie di un bevitore di 

caffè sono dovute alla caffeina non sarebbe sufficiente dare semplicemente alla persona una tazza di 

caffè e chiederle come si sente. E' ovvio che l'individuo dovrebbe smettere di usare la caffeina per 

un periodo prima di poter realizzare un test significativo di sensibilità alla caffeina. In questo 

esempio una provocazione falso negativa sarebbe probabilmente la conseguenza di non aver evitato 

il caffè prima della provocazione. Analogamente, porre una persona di cui si presume la sensibilità 

in una camera di esposizione tradizionale ed esporla a basse concentrazioni di una sostanza chimica 

potrebbe non produrre alcun effetto rilevabile. D'altro lato, se la stessa persona rimanesse in un 

ambiente incontaminato come una EMU per alcuni giorni prima di essere esaminata e le sue 

condizioni migliorassero, si potrebbero allora eseguire provocazioni significative. 

Mettendo i pazienti in una EMU si controllerebbero tutte e tre le componenti del mascheramento: 

interrompere tutte le esposizioni diversi giorni prima dei test di provocazione e distanziare tra loro 

le esposizioni dei test di 4-7 giorni precluderebbe l'acclimatizzazione o l’abituazione; eliminare il 

“rumore chimico di sottofondo” e permettere agli effetti di ogni provocazione di placarsi prima di 

introdurre la provocazione successiva controllerebbe l'apposizione; ed escludere droghe, alcool, 



nicotina e caffeina e distanziare l'introduzione di singoli alimenti di 4-7 giorni interromperebbe ogni 

dipendenza. La sensibilità individuale potrebbe allora essere valutata nella EMU secondo i postulati 

della Figura 7 per la verifica eziologica. 

Per scopi di ricerca le provocazioni devono essere effettuate in doppio cieco, con controllo del 

placebo. Anche i pazienti con sindrome da fatica cronica, emicrania, convulsioni, depressione, 

asma, o malattie inspiegate come la Sindrome del Golfo Persico potrebbero essere valutati per le 

sensibilità in una EMU utilizzando questi postulati. Così la EMU potrebbe essere usata per 

determinare se particolari pazienti con queste diagnosi hanno una forma mascherata di questa 

malattia. 

Quale prova esiste del fatto che smascherare i pazienti in una EMU e condurre provocazioni entro 

una finestra temporale di 4-7 giorni sia utile o necessario? Migliaia di pazienti credibili e dozzine di 

medici hanno provato questo approccio. Essi riferiscono che i sintomi dei pazienti si risolvono nel 

giro di pochi giorni da quando essi sperimentano tale struttura e che forti sintomi si manifestano 

quando le provocazioni sono condotte dopo diversi giorni di evitamento. Un'altra evidenza suffraga 

queste osservazioni. E' noto che sintomi d’astinenza, della durata che va da alcuni giorni ad una 

settimana, si manifestano in alcune persone in seguito a cessazione di esposizione a nitroglicerina 

(le emicranie dei lavoratori della dinamite) (27), caffeina (18,28), nicotina e alcool. Si noti che 

queste sostanze non sono chimicamente correlate. In individui esposti cronicamente a xilene (29) o 

ad ozono (30) la riesposizione dopo diversi giorni di evitamento ha come risultato forti sintomi. Il 

cibo può richiedere da uno a diversi giorni per navigare nel tratto digestivo prima di essere 

eliminato. Prese insieme, queste osservazioni indicano che gli individui che hanno sensibilità a 

molti stimoli potrebbero sperimentare effetti che si prolungano per tanti giorni quanti sono stati i 

giorni successivi all'evitamento iniziale. Così, si potrebbe sostenere che i pazienti dovrebbero essere 

rimossi dal loro ambiente completo di alimenti ed esposizioni chimiche per 4-7 giorni prima delle 

provocazioni, come Randolph per primo propose (14,17). 

Mentre è concepibile che combinazioni chimiche sinergiche o aggiuntive possano essere necessarie 

per riprodurre alcuni sintomi, queste sono un limite per ogni forma di test di provocazione. 

Dovunque sia possibile, nei limiti della sicurezza e della fattibilità, le combinazioni chimiche che si 

crede accelerino le reazioni più forti e misurabili dovrebbero essere esplorate. Tuttavia quarant'anni 

d’osservazioni cliniche, benché aneddotiche, indicano che i test su singole sostanze possono essere 

sufficienti per la maggior parte dei soggetti sensibili. La conferma o la confutazione di queste 

asserzioni sembra un logico primo passo che dovrebbe precedere la valutazione di miscele 

complesse. Infine, poiché l'isolamento dei pazienti in un ambiente ospedaliero come la EMU 

potrebbe avere conseguenze psicologiche impreviste, i primi studi in questo campo dovrebbero 

esaminare le reazioni di soggetti di controllo nello stesso ambiente. 

Conclusioni 

 

Le buone teorie patologiche e fisiologiche forniscono “un significato unificato, chiaro e 

completamente intelligibile per una serie completa di fatti anatomici e clinici, e per le relative 

esperienze e scoperte di osservatori attendibili...” (31). Teorie ed esperimenti che trascurano 

osservazioni salienti o non controllano adeguatamente le condizioni sperimentali possono condurre 

a conclusioni erronee. Alla fine del 19° secolo i ricercatori raccoglievano lo sputo dei pazienti con 

tubercolosi, ma non riuscirono ad ottenere la coltura di alcun organismo. Alcuni conclusero che la 

tubercolosi non era una malattia infettiva. Questi primi ricercatori non sapevano che il bacillo della 

tubercolina è esigente e cresce solo dopo molte settimane in uno speciale terreno di coltura. 

Analogamente l'abilità degli scienziati di osservare e comprendere la sensibilità chimica potrebbe 

dipendere dall'ottimizzazione delle condizioni di sperimentazione, cioè l'appropriata distribuzione 



cronologica delle provocazioni e l'uso di una EMU per smascherare i pazienti. Ad oggi gli studi in 

questo campo hanno trascurato di smascherare i pazienti prima della provocazione. Quando si sono 

avute reazioni falso-positive e falso-negative, i ricercatori concludevano che la sensibilità chimica 

era di origine psicogena (32,33). 

Riassumendo, le caratteristiche della TILT si sovrappongono a quelle dell'allergia, della dipendenza 

e della tossicità classica, ma la TILT può essere distinta da ciascuna di queste. La TILT pare 

coinvolgere un processo a due fasi (somigliando alla sensibilizzazione allergica) in cui le persone 

perdono la specifica tolleranza (somigliando all'assuefazione) per una vasta gamma di sostanze 

comuni in seguito ad un evento di esposizione chimica (somigliando alla tossicità). Proprio come la 

teoria delle patologie da germi descrive una classe di malattie che condividono il meccanismo 

generale dell'infezione, la teoria delle patologie da TILT presuppone una classe di disturbi causati 

da sostanze chimiche caratterizzata da perdita di tolleranza a sostanze chimiche, alimenti, farmaci, e 

combinazioni di alimenti e droghe. Nello stesso modo in cui la febbre è un sintomo comunemente 

associato alle malattie infettive, la sensibilità chimica potrebbe essere un sintomo associato con la 

famiglia di malattie da TILT. Benché siano state effettuate definizioni di casi clinici che descrivono 

particolari malattie infettive, nessuna definizione di caso clinico può essere applicata all'intera 

classe di malattie infettive. La stessa cosa può essere vera per i disturbi da TILT. Il fatto che questo 

fenomeno non si adatti ad un meccanismo di malattia già accettato è spesso proposto come prova 

del fatto che la condizione non esiste. Tuttavia la stessa critica si sarebbe dovuta applicare alle 

teorie delle patologie da germi e delle patologie immunitarie quando furono proposte per la prima 

volta. Ciò che è plausibile dipende dalle conoscenze di biologia di quel tempo (34). 

Guardando al futuro, studi epidemiologici accuratamente condotti e modelli animali avranno 

probabilmente ruoli importanti nel caratterizzare lo stadio iniziale di TILT durante il quale la 

tolleranza viene persa. Contemporaneamente un test rigoroso del secondo stadio di TILT, cioè 

l'innesco di sintomi da parte di piccole dosi di sostanze chimiche, alimenti, droghe, caffeina o alcool 

è necessario se si deve avere un progresso in questo campo. Adottare una serie di ipotesi adatte alla 

verifica eziologica assicurerà la credibilità di quegli sforzi. 
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Indoor air pollution hits EPA too 
close to home

tified. “The EPA won’t 
publicly say so, but we 
definitely have Sick Building 
Syndrome right here.”

Sick Building Syndrome, or 
SBS, is an unscientific term 
used to describe a pattern of 
health symptoms linked to 
poor indoor air quality in 
workplaces, schools, homes 
and other buildings – but 
difficult to trace to any 
particular source. It is 
believed to be the cause

By Aaron Epstein
Knight-Ridder News Service

Washington – The pollution 
experts at the Environmental 
Protection Agency should 
know a sick building when 
they see it. They work in one.

Yet, despite all their 
expertise and expenditures, 
they have not yet found a 
cure.

     
 
 
 
 

Evidence for Toxicant-induced 
Loss of Tolerance

• Similar reports in different regions/countries

• Complaints of new intolerances for foods, alcoholic 
drinks, caffeine, and medications, not only
chemicals

• Resemblance to addiction

• Plausible anatomic locus

• Recent animal models
    

Solvents
Glues 
Paints
Gasoline
Nail polish/remover

Pesticides
Organophosphates
Carbamates, pyridostigmine
Pentachlorophenol
Pyrethrins

Indoor Air Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOCs)

New carpet 
Plasticizers
Formaldehyde
Fragrances
Mold VOCs

Combustion-related Products
Engine exhaust
Tobacco smoke
Oil well fire smoke
Natural gas
Tar/asphalt

Drugs/Medical Devices
Vaccines
Anesthetics
Implants
Antibiotics
Chemotherapy

Cleaning Agents
Phenolic disinfectants
Ammonia
Bleach

TOXICANT-INDUCED
LOSS OF

TOLERANCE
?

 
 
 
 
 

U.S. Pesticide Production,
All types, 1927-1988
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Historical Development of Ventilation 
Standards in the U.S.
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Particle boardFelt-tip dry marking pen

Traffic exhaustPoorly ventilated meeting room

Cigar smokeNew automobile interior

HairsprayFabric stores

Asphalt or tarInsecticides

PerfumesNail polish remover

Fresh paintHotel rooms

Restroom deodorizersFresh newspaper/newsprint

Diesel exhaustDetergent aisle in grocery store

Cigarette smokeNew carpeting

 
 
 
 
 

    

TOXICANT-INDUCED
LOSS OF

TOLERANCE
?

Gastrointestinal
irritable bowel
refluxConnective Tissue/Musculoskeletal

fibromyalgia
carpal tunnel syndrome
temporomandibular joint 

dysfunction (TMJ) syndrome
arthritis
lupus and other auto-immune diseases

Respiratory
asthma
Reactive Airways Dysfunction  

Syndrome (RADS)
toluene dlisocyanate

(TDI) hypersensitivity

Skin
eczema
hives
other rashes, 

eruptions

Miscellaneous Syndromes
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
implant syndromes
''Gulf War Syndrome“
Post/other disaster

syndromes

Cardiovascular
arrhythmias
hypertension
hypotension
Raynaud's phenomenon

Neuropsychological
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 

Disorder (ADHD)
depression
bipolar disorder
panic disorder
migraines and other headaches
seizures
autism

Ear, Nose and Throat
sinusitis
polyps
tinnitus
recurrent otitis

 
 
 
 
 

     



    

Relationship between TILT, Addiction and Abdiction

TILT
(Loss of Tolerance)

Avoid Withdrawal
(2 strategies)

Avoid substance
altogether

Take substance 
regularly

Abdiction Addiction

 
 
 
 
 

Chemical Intolerance: Postulates

     
 
 
 
 

     



Frequency of New-onset Intolerances Reported by 
the First 59 Consecutive Gulf War Veterans 

Seen at the Houston VA Regional Referral Center

78%
64%
49%

Foods
Specific foods
Illness after meals

66% of alcohol usersAlcoholic beverages

74% of tobacco usersTobacco use

25% of caffeine usersCaffeine

40% of those who took     
drugsMedications

78%Chemical Inhalants

    

Chemical Inhalants

1

36

2
2

Foods

6 3

2

Drugs
(medications, alcohol,

nicotine,caffeine)

New-Onset Intolerances
Reported by 59 Consecutive Gulf Veterans

Intolerances n=52
No Intolerances n=7 

 
 
 
 
 

Frequency of “Severe” Symptoms
Among Three Exposure Groups versus Controls (%)

0152712Asthma or 
wheezing

2314338Shortness of 
breath     

5313853Headaches

6334929Depression

3526878Fatigue

Controls
N=112

Remodeling-
Exposed 

n=75

Pesticide-
Exposed  

n=37

Gulf  
War 

Veterans 
n=59Symptom

    

Chemical Intolerance – Genotypes

• Canadian case control study to determine whether 
chemically intolerant individuals differ from controls for 
genetic polymorphisms in drug-metabolizing enzymes

• Caucasian female cases (203) and controls (162)
• CYP2D6, NAT1, NAT2, PON1, PON2, MTHFR were 

genotyped
• Significant difference found in cases vs. controls for 

CYP2D6 (p=0.02)
• OR CYP2D6 homozygous active=3.36 (p=0.01)
• OR NAT2 rapid metabolizer=4.14 (p=0.01)

Source: McKeown-Essen et al, Int J Epidemiol 2004; 33:1-8  
 
 
 
 

Chemical Intolerance – Genotypes

• CPY2D6 metabolizes centrally acting drugs and toxins 
such as tricyclic antidepressants, selective serotonin re-
uptake inhibitors, monoamine oxidase inhibitors, 
amphetamines, codeine, neuroleptics, neurotoxins, and 
endogenous neurotransmitters

• Latter finding may be relevant to observations that poor 
metabolizers score higher on anxiety scales and lower 
on socialization scales

• NAT2 expresses arylamine transferase which 
determines susceptibility to aromatic amines

Source: McKeown-Essen et al, Int J Epidemiol 2004; 33:1-8     

Chemical Intolerance – Genotypes
• Cases were more likely to be heterozygous for PON1-55 

(OR=2.05, p=0.04) and PON1-192 (OR=1.57, p=0.04)
• PON genes have been linked to Gulf War veterans’

illnesses (Haley et al., 1999)
• Post hoc analysis showed significant effect of being a 

rapid metabolizer for both NAT2 and CYP2D6:
OR for rapid/rapid vs. slow/slow combination of CYP2D6 
and NAT2 was 18.7

• Conclusion: chemically intolerant individuals differ from 
controls for genetic polymorphisms in enzymes that 
metabolize drugs/toxins/endogenous neurotransmitters

Source: McKeown-Essen et al, Int J Epidemiol 2004; 33:1-8  



High validity, reliability

Sensitivity 92%, specificity 
95%

Symptom scale derived by 
factor analysis

“Symptom star”

(Miller and Prihoda, Tox Industr Health 
15:370-385, 1999)

    

QEESI Symptom Star 
Pre- and Post-Exposure

Before exposure event
Since exposure event

 
 
 
 
 

Theories of Disease

Theories of disease are our attempt to explain what is going on 
inside a “host” by postulating a general mechanism

A “theory of disease” is a yet-to-be proven general mechanism 
for a class of disease

Agent Host Clinical Response

    

Germ Theory of Disease

1. Many different kinds of germs cause response
2. Many different responses involving any and every organ system
3. Specific mechanisms may vary greatly (cholera vs. AIDS vs. 

shingles)
4. No single biomarker. Identification of specific germs took years
5. Prevention—avoidance, antiseptics, sanitation, use of gloves—

preceded our knowledge of specific mechanisms

“Germ”

Later,
Germ Clinical Response

Host 1
Germs 
Reproduce Clinical Response

Host 2
Germs
Reproduce

 
 
 
 
 

Immune Theory of Disease

1. Many different kinds of antigens cause response
2. Many different responses involving any and every organ system
3. Specific mechanisms vary greatly (poison ivy vs. allergic rhinitis  

vs. serum sickness)
4. No single biomarker, identification of specific antibodies took years
5. Prevention—avoidance, allergy shots—preceded our knowledge of 

specific mechanisms

“Antigen”

Later,
Antigen Clinical ResponseHost 1

Host 1

Antibodies

     



TILT Theory of Disease

1. Many different kinds of chemicals cause response
2. Many different responses involving any and every organ system
3. Specific mechanisms may vary greatly
4. Currently no biomarker
5. Prevention—avoidance—may precede our knowledge of 

specific mechanisms

Chemical

Later,
Other Chemicals Clinical ResponseHost 1

Host 1
Loss of
Tolerance

    

The 7 A’s

• Asthma
• Autoimmune diseases
• Affective disorder
• Attention deficit/hyperactivity disorders
• Autism spectrum disorders
• Allergies
• Addiction (masking)

 
 
 
 
 

What is plausible depends upon the 
biological knowledge of the time.
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